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THE GAMES FROM NUREMBERG 2012
This circuit of the halls at the International Toy fair is an appraisal of the new releases!
The report on the 63rd International Toy Fair,
compiled by Dagmar de Cassan, assisted
by Maria and Walter Schranz and Bernhard
Czermak.
The publishers are listed alphabetically,
and, as usual, variants of classics like Lotto,
Memory, Dominoes and so on are not
mentioned, unless they are notable for
some reason or another, the same goes for
new variants of educational games and the
such.
Company brands, e.g. alea by
Ravensburger, are listed under the brand
name. Curiosities, eye catchers and other
interesting finds are mentioned. This year
I have only mentioned a game once, even
in case of simultaneous co-productions. As
every year, again this year this is a preview,
what will really be published and when will
be seen during the next months, we are
already looking forward to it.

SchoolKids
(6-10
J.):
LEGO
Friends
Traumhaus/
LEGO
GmbH
LEGO has hit the mark with the Friends
Dream Villa that was especially designed
to according to the tastes of little girls.
With the help of the pink dream villa
they can enter into their beloved role
play. Featuring painstaking details and
copious construction instructions this
is a challenging construction game for
girls, especially of ages six to ten, by Lego.
Teenager&Family (ab 11 J.): Talat /
Huch! & friends Hutter Trade GmbH
Talat represents the Arabic number
three and at the same time is completely
governed by this magical number: Up to

This year, again, game publishing
companies were nearly completely located
in halls 10 and 10.1; Ravensburger, Hasbro
and Lego as well as Mattel as usual in halls
12.0 and 12.2. The companies producing
games mainly manufactured from wood,
as Haba, Selecta, Beleduc and others,
again presented themselves in the halls
dedicated to wooden products, halls 2 and
3. Newcomers and small companies could
also be found in the foyers of halls 10 and
in the New Exhibitor Center NEC in Hall 11.1.

Abacusspiele
Star of the program for the first half of 2012
is Africana by Michael Schacht, a reworking of Valdora, which sends 2-4 players from

One dominant presence at many booths
this year has been the Star Wars license, and
quite a few companies were already giving
previews on their autumn releases.
The winners of the Toy Award were
announced at the Fair Opening on Tuesday
Night, this year winners were chosen in four
categories:
Baby&Infant (0-2 J.): Mini Micro 3 in 1 from
Micro Mobility Systems Ltd. Mini Micro is
growing with its owner: Even a toddler of
one year can wheel about with the infant
skater, later it can be reconstructed into
a “real” skater. The vehicle in cool Micro
design is directed by weight shifting and
thus trains motor skill and sense of balance
in a child.
PreSchool
(3-5
J.):
Appmates/
Spin
Master
International
S.à.r.l.
This combination of virtual play and a real
toy car is new: Appmates by Spin Master
International can be downloaded for free
from the App Store onto the iPad, then the
future racing champion places a car from
the cult Disney Cars series onto the touch
screen and the race can begin. AppMates
trains the dexterity of a child and also
the handling of the latest technology.
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three players move their playing pieces –
triangular, square and hexagonal towers
in three sizes – over a multidimensional
board made of three parts with the aim to
defeat opposing towers. The board game
demands good geometrical thinking and
strategy and convinces by its classy design.
The Award for the choice of the professional
visitors, Toy Traders‘ Favorite 2012, was
awarded to the winner of the Pre School
category, Mini Micro 3in1 by Micro
Mobility Systems, the producer receives

20.000 Euros of prize money for marketing
the winning product.

ages 8 into Africa in the late 19th century,
embodying adventurers and explores on
the hunt for scientific honors, riches and
objets d’art.
Based on the successful Zooloretto there
is now a dice game, too, Zooloretto Wür-

felspiel; Michael Schacht has relocated
events at the Zoo to the dice cup, an ideal
travelling edition for 2-4 players, ages 7+.

www.gamesjournal.at
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The card game Kleine Fotosafari is the first
game of Tanja Triminek, 2-4 players, ages
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alea
Within the Heidelberger booth Stefan Brück
was showing two new releases:
Saint Malo is a dice game for 2-5 players,
ages 9+, by Inka & Markus Brand; on your

6+, want to take pictures of animal wild life
and therefore must take close looks and
skillfully swap animals. The Anno Domini is
extended with Fußball, Urs Hostettler has
picked up a sports topic for chronological
own board of Saint Malo you mark city
walls, buildings and persons for victory
points, based on the result of your current
dice roll. Vegas is a dice game, too, for 2-5
players, ages 8+, by Rüdiger Dorn. You place

treatment by 2-8 players, ages 10+.
A feature worth mentioning is the new layout of the box bottoms featuring explanations of the game and illustrations.
Abacus is acting as a distributor for dV Giochi and Rio Grande Games.

Adrenaline
Brush
Besides new boards for abstract games for
2 players, ages 8+, – Surakarta, Petteia2,
Nelephants, Heads Up, Boxes and Brollees Nellie Maan is presenting Go Global,
a roll & move game for learning languages
and getting familiar with global events.

dice for majorities to glean as much money
as possible from six different casinos.

Amigo
The range of new releases starts with a jubilee; 20 years of Halli Galli is celebrated with
a cooperation, the continuing success of

fruits for 2-6 players, ages 6+, is celebrated
with cooperation, the game by Haim Shafir
is by Tupperware in box that can be used
for other purposes, too, the game components are packed another time within the

www.gamesjournal.at

40 Lines for Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Nuremberg, the International Toy Fair, in February: Is this a modern fitness program or the
world’s biggest and leading Fair on toys and
games? Sometimes the borders disappear,
because the kilometers that one walks every
day can easily be taken for a fitness course.
But it is nice to be there; to see how the
industry is preparing for the coming year;
to see if our friends, both company people
and creative people are there, simply to look
what has changed and how the industry
keeps changing.
And, again, we present our feature IN THE
LIMELIGHT to highlight recommendable
games from the fair, again sorted into the
categories For Children, For Families, With
Friends and For Experts. Please take a look at
that selection, we are sure that the top game
of 2012 is listed there.
Out of Nuremberg and on the way to Cannes
- the Festival International des Jeux, where
we are heading for when you read these
lines, is waiting for us. Cannes is a completely
different event and we have fun and enjoy
to experience the different aspects of the
industry and the community.
So come and join us at Essen, everybody is
welcome at our booth there, and if you like,
become part of our big family and help and
enjoy the community!
I would be happy to know that in reading
this report you find many interesting games
that will make their way onto your games
table.
If you like our WIN: This PDF-edition in English is available for free downlowd from
http://www.gamesjournal.at
But we do more than publish a games journal. We are Stiftung Spielen in Österreich.
Visit our web sites: http://www.spielen.at
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Tupperware box. Heimlich & Co, the classic
detective game by Wolfgang Kramer for 2-7
players, ages 6+, is published in a slightly
revised edition.
The next new game has been nearly there
once before, Burst in a way is the sequel
to Quelf by Jean and Matthew Rivaldi, 3-8

nanza for 2-5 players, ages 10; you execute
orders with the help of bean dice, beginning with the 4th order on a card filled you
can cash bean talkers.

The collectible card games are extended,
too: For Pokémon there is Schwarz & Weiß
Königliche Siege, for Yu-Gi-Oh! there will

players, ages 12+, must not laugh or must
tell a story or implement card instructions,
depending on the color rolled. In Wolfgang
Kramer‘s Bullenparty for 2-5 players, ages
8+, you must this time score the most
points from oxen heads by clever bidding

for cards from the display and by stacking as
many cards as possible in that stack among
all your others that will score positive – this
will be the one with most oxen heads in it.
Matschig by Valentin Herman for 3-6 players, ages 8+, allows mud battles with sand
and water cards, so an umbrella is the thing
to avoid mud points. The Fun-Reihe range

A new range of dice game in which the
package doubles for a dice cup is started
with two titles: Wizen tandem is a design
of Reinhardt Taupe, 2-4 players, ages 8+, roll
for combinations that are demanded by the
bugs with task cards; if you cannot manage that you are penalized with baby bugs,
5 baby bugs give you a penalty card. The
second game is called Pirate caper and is
designed by Haim Shafir; you roll for combinations on cards; if you roll the 3rd skull you
do not score the points you usually would
score for identical symbols; diamonds and
gold coins earn you extra points.

be Ra Yellow Mega Packs featuring cards
from the GX Era and also a Premium Collection in a tin with foil cards only. Magic
the Gathering introduces the second
set for the block Innistrad, Dunkles Erwachen, featuring 158 new cards with two

new game mechanics.
Amigo is acting as a distributor for Abacussspiele, Grubbe and W&L.

is extended by Kookiz, 2-5 players, ages
8+, try to get as many cookies as possible
and not to lose their own; if you can get rid
of your own cards you score bonus points,
other a point per Kooky variety.
The transfer from card games to dice games
is facilitated by Werfel Bonanza, Use
Rosenberg has created a dice version of Bo-
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In the range of children games the series
Die kleinen Amigos is extended by Klack!
by Haim Shafir; this is a collecting game
with magnetic effects for 2-6 players, ages
4+; you click discs together whose color
and symbol has been previously rolled. Remaining with children games we progress
to Gelbe Reihe in a tin; new in this series
is 1,2,3 … ganz viele! by Reinhard Staupe,
2-4 players, ages 5+, learn to count with the
help of Mole Willi, while sorting his finds.

Apton & Sinclair
The Hungarian publisher presents his
educational games on mathematics at the
booth of distributor Sandton Group. The
special feature of Scoolers is the presentation of numbers by circumscribing them
with colored circle segments that correspond to prime numbers or other divisors
of a number – for instance, the circle around
48 is made up from 4 brown segments and

www.gamesjournal.at
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and – indicated by a game presented at the
booth - Pulsar Games.

Beleduc

one green segment for 1 x 3 and 4 x 2. The
games come in different packages and with
different titles and rules, for instance Scoolers Prime Poker for 2-6 players, ages 8+, by
Susanna Nagy.

Meisterwerke Erweiterung Rot and Erweiterung blau, each with 80 new image
cards. Shrimp by Roberto Fraga is a game
of reaction and observation for 2-6 players,

Wood, children, children games, beautiful
children games – this year again Beleduc
continues this program and introduces a
series of beautiful games for children.
Captain Kidd by Angelika and Jürgen
Lange for 2-6 players, ages 3+, sends pirates
out to search for treasures; each one chases

Asmodee
The French-German publisher and distributor offers a comprehensive range of new
releases comprising in-house products and
games of distribution partners.
A joint production of Asmodee and
Stronghold Games is The Island by Julian
Courtland-Smith for 2-4 players, ages 8+,

ages 7+, you place cards round a squeaky
starfish in the middle of the table, into one
of three fishing areas, and look for common
features on three of the cards.
Divinare by Brett J. Gilbert for 2-4 players,
ages 10+, has an unusual topic, clairvoyants
gather for a tournament, players represent

a revised and reworked version of Atlantis /Survival; the explorers leave the island
packed with treasures and try to reach the
mainland per boat or swimming before the
island sinks. Tetris Link transfers the classic

computer game to the board for 2-6 players, ages 6+; you must pile up as many pieces of your own color and hinder your fellow
players to do the same. The drawing game
Identik for 8-18 players, ages 10+, has been
given a new name; it is now called Meisterwerke and is accompanied by extensions

www.gamesjournal.at

jewels in his preferred color. Flori Colori by
Helmut Punke for 1-4 players, ages 2+, is a
game on recognizing and allocating ba-

sic colors; the colors must be placed in the
meadow according to colors. Max on Tour
by Christine Basler and Alix-Kis Bougerra is
a cooperative floor game, you should bring
home at least one gift from each friend on
the finalists and are asked to predict how
many cards will be in demand for each of
the different categories at the end of the
game. Based on the quick reaction game
Jungle Speed is there is a new Jungle
Speed Bigbox, by Thomas Vuarchex and
Pierric Yakovenko,complete with totem and
120 cards, now 2-10 players, ages 7+, can
play.
Announced for release in August 2012 is
String Railway by Hisashi Hayashi for 2-5
players, ages 8+, from the Japanese publisher Osaka Brand; you lay out tracks of
string between stations.
Asmodee is acting as a distributor for Days
of Wonder, Editions du Matagot, Gigamic,
Hazgaard Editions, Hurrican, Lautapelit, Libellud, Ludically, Lui-Meme, Repos, Ystari

your snail’s house before Caterpillar Rosi
eats all the salad. What’s missing?, a game
of spotting and observation for 1 or more
players, ages 4+, is a re-edition of Was fehlt?
From the 70ties; Magic Cube is a spatial
puzzle with different tasks in several levels of difficulties, for 2-4 players, ages 4+.
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Sum Sum by Susanne Gawlik for 2-4 players, ages 4+, is a collecting game with dice,
all want to gather as many honey drops as
possible. An oversized placement game is

Move it!, a game with a sports topic for up
to 8 players, ages 8+, by Peter Beim and Rasmus Perstrup, the game can only be played
by healthy people.

Clementoni

offered by XXL Tangrams, there are 7 parts
each in green and blue and 80 placement
suggestions, for 1 or more players, ages 3+.

Bioviva
In the small selective and ecologically produced program there is a range of games
called Challenge with a mechanism similar
to Top Trump and within this range a new
series of games called Dino Challenge with

Das Duell der Gehirne within the range of
Galileo Genial offers 1200 puzzles on words,
logic, numbers and memory in the guise
of a party game for 2 or more players, ages
12. Other games under the Galileo Genial
label are educational and training games
with the supertitle of Gehirn-Akrobatik,
all meant for players of ages 10+, with the
topics of Sehen, Rechnen, Sprechen und
Merken. Another new party game is Mein
Mann kann, a game based on a TV show of
the same name. Otherwise, there are many
novelties in the educational games range,
especially among those based on the Elektor principle – pens and plugs light up when
the answer is correct – featuring well-known
license topics like Hello Kitty, Disney Pixar
Cars, Winnie the Pooh, Biene Maja or Disney,
The Amazing Spider-Man and Chuggington. A special series is called Grips für Kids,
the games feature a bilingual mechanism
and are transformed into comic strips with
an educational content by holding it up to
a webcam – examples are Formen und Farben or Der Bauernhof von 1 bis 10. Within
the range of Galileo Kids the game Galileo
Wissens-Quiz Master targets 1 or 2 players,
ages 7+, offering more than 800 questions
on important school topics and a speaking
pen for a challenge.

equate size for seats and design objects.

Cocktail Games
The range of novelties shown at Essen is extended by Bluff Party 2 by Christian Lemay
for 4-50 players, ages 12+; 15o new challenges are waiting, based on the mechanisms of Bluff Party. Twin it! For 1-10 players,
ages 6+, is a spotting game using a decora-

tion poster, you must spot the five identical
pairs among a total of 390 very similar patterned dots.

D & K Spiele
A newcomer at the Toy Fair showed Kardey
at NEC in Hall 11.1, the superlative dice
game for 1 or more players, ages 8+, so the

Co & Co
Communications
three different boxes; represented in Germany by Asmodee.

Boardgame
ApS

The Hungarian studio for design and communications publishes – together with
Apton & Sinclair – a new system of dice for
use as building blocks. The dice have markings at their edges and corners instead dots
on the areas. The dice attach magnetically,

A booth with a bicycle and pails full of apples, which are served as freshly pressed
juice – and the game is as healthy, too.

sub-title says. You agree on a target score,
roll the dice, set at least one dice aside that
can score; in the single scoring only 1 and 5
count, you must in each round play to minimum or 2 remaining dice

Das Kleine Förderspiel
Hartge & Kist
In Nuremberg the new release shown was
Das kleine Atemspiel, Monster Mo and
ocean animals accompany players at their
breath exercises.
white on black. With those cubes/dice one
constructs logical, mathematical or simply
beautiful objects or uses the cubes of ad-
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Drei Magier Spiele
The magicians in the autumn novelties are
followed by the ghosts in spring. SpiegelSpukschloss is the name of the new game
by Thomas Daum and Violetta Leitner, 2-4

Knizia, a lovingly illustrated game with a
jester topic; 2-4 players, ages 8+, determine
the path of the jugglers across the realm and
should support the successful ones to earn
money on them in return so that at the end
one has the most money. The expansion
Die Speicherstadt: Kaispeicher by Stefan
Feld for 2-5 players, ages 8+, introduces new

Days of Wonder
This company, too, limits itself of one new
release, Zug um Zug Deutschland has
been announced for autumn; it is a standalone game by Alan R. Moon for 2-5 playplayers, ages 6+, are looking for the real
ghost among the children dressed up as
ghosts; the real ghost reveals itself by its
missing mirror image.

dV Giochi

ers, ages 8+, with rules that have noticeably
changed as compared to those of the Zug
um Zug Märklin Edition.

Die Spiegelburg
In the enchanting choice of products for
children featuring a broad variety of topics
there are only games for the Capt’s Sharky
topic, all three of them packed in a tin; Volle
Kanone!, a marble game for für 2-4 players,
Turm der Schätze, a dexterity game for 2-4

The Italian company, distributed by Abacusspiele, only showed the autumn releases of
2011. Bang! Goldrush is an expansion for
Bang!, again by Emiliano Sciarra and meant
for 4-7 players, ages 8+; you can combine
it with all other expansions and the basic
game any way you like. There are news on
the werewolves, too, La Vendetta della
Lupa Mappara – Lady Werewolf’s Revenge,
by Domenico di Giorgio and Andrés J. Voicu
für 4-30 players, ages 8+; the expansion features 10 new characters, one werewolf, two
village inmates and seven evil and seven innocent auras and other things as well.

eggertspiele

cards, goods cubes and 5 workers, one for
each player, and with them an additional
auction mechanism. There will also be a
new edition Cuba by Michael Rieneck and
Stefan Stadler for 2-5 players, ages 12+.

FamilyonBoard
From Israel comes the concept of PassporTo; small metallic suitcases take on the
role of travel guides, they are country-specific and offer a selection of games which

The publisher that is currently distributed
by and co-producing with Pegasus showed
again Village by Inka und Markus Brand,
that had been published at Essen, and also
the new game Spectaculum by Reiner

players and Knobel-Piraten, a dice game
for 2-5 players.

www.gamesjournal.at

feature sports, culture, history and general
information on the respective country; created by Chani Lehana und intended for 2 or
more players, ages 7+.
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the slides to move colored dot on the front
of the board, the must be placed in a way
that no dot forms an orthogonal or diagonal line with another dot.

Fantasy Flight Games
The American company manned an independent little booth for the first time at
Nuremberg, I will restrict myself to mentioning some of the most interesting new
releases out of their huge range:
The new edition of Merchants of Venus
by Richard Hambler for 1-6 Spieler, already

GameWork
nese Company Osaka Brand, too. You place
track of strings between stations. Map it
World Edition and Map It! US Edition are
US editions of Ausgerechnet Uppsala by

mentioned in the Essen report, remains announced; newly released is Nexus Ops by
Charlie Catino for 2-4 players, a space Opera
Bernhard Lach and Uwe Rapp for 2-6 players, ages 10+. I Go! is a set collection game
with cards, for 2-4 players, ages 8+, you try
to come out with the best hand at the best
time. Steffen Mühlhauser’s Schokoly for 2-4

on the topic of a hotly disputed Alien Moon.
Wiz-War for 2-4 players, ages 14+, by Tom
Jolly is a new edition of the game that was

players, ages 8+, is released as Chocoly.

first published in 1983, magicians fight each
other in an underground labyrinth.

Pix, which has been in the works for some
time now, will finally be published, it is de-

signed for 34-9 players by D. Franck und
Laurent Escoffier, you fill in little squares to
turn them into pixels that make up your
picture. A new release from GameWorks

is Crazy Circus by Dominique Ehrhard for
1-10 players, ages 8+. The Game itself is not
new, it is a reworking of Maniki, formerly
published by Jumbo; you have a choice of
five orders to rearrange two stacks of animal
into the pattern demanded by a card.

Frustr8tor

Gen42

The 8-queens-problem known from chess
has been transferred to a small board with
slides, that is called Frustr8ator; you use

In the 11th business year of GenCon the 7th
member for the Hive family is published,
Hive pocket, a travel edition for the road,

Foxmind
The Canadian publisher had a few new
items to present: The will release String
Railway by Hisashi Hayashi for 2-5 players, ages 8+, first published by the Japa-
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smaller, but including the previously released expansions Mosquito and Lady Bug,
by John Yianni for 2 players, ages 9+,.

Gerhards
Spiel und Design

the French publisher specializing in abstract
games: Color Pop by Lionel Borg for 1-5
players, ages 8+, is a game on color markers; you should be first to make your own
color disappear; you press one color marker
down and the others slide down. Next by
Gil Druckman and Danny Hershkovits is a

New and very beautiful ideas for games in
an elegant design; that are Gerhards Spiele:
Mixtour by Dieter Stein is a game of build-

ing stacks for 2 players, ages 10+: you build
stacks of a maximum height of 5, the color
of the top piece determines the owner, but
pieces on the board can only move onto
stacks and the height of the target stack
determines how far you can move a single
piece. Puzzle of Oz by David Parlett for 1-2

dice game on combinations of symbols; you
should achieve a combination with three
dice, or you have handed a very big advantage to the next one of 2-5 players, ages 8+.
Stratopolis by Annick Lobet for 2 players,
ages 8+, is a game on areas of your own

OUR REPORT

ken free where – if you find it first you score
a point, but take care: The little beasties ca
mutate. Home Sweet Home by Annick Lobet for 2-4 players, ages 8+, is a card game
on ocean animals, crab and octopus do not
want to house together.
The Gigamic catalogue announces yet another game for release in May: Tea Time
by Emanuelle Ornella for 2-4 players, ages
8+; everything is ready for afternoon tea,

but are you still at your house or did you go
through the looking-glass? A game of logic
about the right guests, because mirror-images pairs cancel each other out.

Giochi
Uniti
Two new releases are announced from the
Italian publisher/distributor: Blue Max under the Stratelibri label and Bookmarker
under the Giochi Uniti Label. Bookmaker
is designed by Guiseppe de Carolis and is
intended for 2-9 players, ages 12+. In the
color; you can expand the area or go up to
another level. Panic Lab by Dominique Ehrhard is not an abstract game, but an obser-

players, ages 8+, tasks you to place blindly
drawn colored pieces in a way onto the
board that pieces of the same color are not
adjacent either orthogonally or diagonally.
A selection of Gerhards game is now also
available from Pegasus.

Gigamic
A range of five new games is offered from

www.gamesjournal.at

vation game with dice for 2-10 players, ages
8+; dice determine which amoeba has bro-

horse racing game you move the horses
with cards and you do not try to win the
race but to win the highest possible amount
of money which cards that you have in your
hand. If you are the bookmaker you can
look at additional cards and determine the
price money.
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Goliath
A colorful mix of new games and variations
of standard topics or mechanisms, headed
by a new soccer experience on the borderline of game and toy; Foooz are movable figurines, for which trick cards state
how you must move and what you must
achieve. The tile placement classic game by
Niek Neuwahl, Tayu, is released again with
a new cover image, the game mechanism

Goliath could not pass by the Angry Birds,
either, in Bird Toss for 2-4 players, ages 7+,
you throw them through the gates and collect points. Time no Time, the card game
on the topic of implementing tasks within
a randomly assigned time frame, is given
a junior edition, Time no Time junior; you
must arrange the blocks in the combination
of shapes and forms as demanded. Twisted

Eyes is a drawing game for 2-4 players, ages
7+; you draw while looking through a distorting pair of glasses. Stille Post Extrem is

ery songs is played. The sleeping dad enjoys a reappearance under the guise of
Sshh, Wecke Papa nicht auf, 2-4 players,
ages 4+, must pass the sleeping dad on
their way to the fridge. Müllmonster for
2-4 players, ages 5+, is a revised edition of
Fiese Fliegen, you must manage to put your
garbage into the can without letting the
garbage monsters escape. And finally, the
awful Rotznase returns, 2-4 players, ages
4+, must pull the correct string of slime in
order to avoid the eyes popping. The huge
success Kackel Dackel for 2-4 players, ages
4+, is now also available in a travel edition.

for 2-4 players, ages 7+, remains the same,
you must build water lines from the middle
of the board to the edges.
The Gitterrätsel family of games is expanded with three titles: The Gitterrätsel Erweiterungs-Set features the terms you are

Granna
The company from Poland had again a
new game on show: Rancho is a sequel
to Superfarm, again by Michał Stajszczak

looking for in both German and English language on the cards, thus 1-4 players, ages
7+, can learn words and their translations
on 20 different topics. Gitterrätsel Junior
makes the game mechanics available for
1-4 players, ages 5+, you can use word and
picture card and with Gitterrätsel Travel
1-4 players, ages 7+, can go hunting for
words while on the road.

yet another drawing game, this time for 4-8
players, ages 8+; you draw a pre-set term
and hand the drawing to your neighbor, he
guesses what you draw hands it on etc.
Under the Mr. Creepy label there is a game
of Mr. Creepy’s Tomb of Doom, for 2-4
players, ages 5+; you roll, implement a task,
receive a key and try to open the chest. Mr.
Creepy’s Geisterschloss is a search for the
way out of the castle for 2-4 players, ages
and designed for 2-6 players, ages 7+; you
want to be the first to have bred a herd of
cattle. New in their range is also an edition
of Dochy = Geister by Alex Randolph for 2
players, ages 8+, and of Die Werwölfe von
Düsterwald.

7+. Piglet Schweine Schwarte is being supported by a card game, Kartenspiel, 2-6
players, ages 5+, assemble a hamburger.
Die lustige Frosch-Band plays a nursery
song note by note when you move the
note fish; 1 or more players, ages 4+, are
supposed to guess which of the 20 nurs-
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Haba
As attractive, as colorful and as cheerful like
the big booth in Hall 2 is the range of new
games from the Inventors for Children.
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At the start of the program comes a playworld with its own logo, Meine erste
Spielwelt Bauernhof, it comprises several

move, read out the text and each new page
of the book brings a new piece of the path
and at the crossroads players choose a path,
the two books are called Picknick im Obstgarten and Im Zoo mit Eisbär Emil.
The series of Puzzlebücher comprising 5
puzzlend a dice is extended with Laura besucht die Tierkinder for 2-5 players, ages
2½+.
Magnetbücher Was stimmt nicht? Zu
Hause and Was stimmt nicht? Im Zoo in-

standard games for toddlers on the topic of
a farm, for instance the Sorting Game Auf
dem Land orr The Cube Puzzle Kuh Carola
and the assignment game Wie und wo auf
der Wiese as well as a picture lotto Wiesenglück.
Buch&Spiel:
In this range of products there is a new kind
of picture books, Such-Klapp-Bilderbücher, you must align four flaps correctly to
complete one of seven images, you always

OUR REPORT

ing stories called Ting; which is game master, reads stories or is quiz master or controls
solutions. He features a task generator
which continuously provides new exercises
for beginners in reading and mathematics.
Ting is used in a range of different products,
for instance in Wimmel-Puzzle-Büchern, for
each book the pen provides four different
games. The first titles are Auf dem WimmelBauernhof and Im Wimmel-Kindergarten, each for 1 player, ages 3+.

vite children of ages 2½ and more to take a
close look; when the figure that comes with
the book is attracted by the page, the mistake is found!
Reimbücher for ages 2½ and more offering pictures on slides as hints for guessing
words supplement the range, under the
label 1,2,3, Reimerei! There are three titles,
Auf dem Hof von Bauer Bert, Auf der
Burg von Ritter Ron and Im Kindergarten
Another novelty are the so called Lernbücher, which contain spinner discs f´with
educational contents, featured in RechenPiraten-Buch and Piraten-ABC-Buch offering duels of calculation or words.

bei Frau Floh.
Ratz-Fatz Bücher for 1-4 players, ages 3+,
each contains 20 Ratz-Fatz tiles for allocation during the story telling, and a dice
game; new in the range are Ratz Fatz im
Einsatz and Ratz Fatz durch das Jahr.

search for 12 details; the titles are Ich gehe
einkaufen and Ich helfe auf dem Bauernhof.
New, too, are Brettspiel-Bücher – you roll &

www.gamesjournal.at

Haba, too, has arrived in the age of electronics and presents a pen for reading and tell-

The range of Puzzles for the very young, 6
erste Puzzles, is extended with Prinzessin,
Berufe and Zahlenzoo. New EntdeckerPuzzles are provided for the Ratz Fatz
range for Zahlen and Fahrzeuge; when
an image is mentioned in the story or the
puzzle one grabs it quickly and fits it into
the cut-out of the corresponding shape.
This takes us to the games, and there is Puzzle & Spiel, a mixture of Puzzle and game
with rules, offering three new items, all for
1-4 players: Wo sind Schaf & Co? für players of ages 3+, Häuptling Puzzlenase from
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Hamsterkauf is a counting game; 2-4 players, ages 8+, must pay for their shopping
with the exact amount in order to collect
nuts. Kleine Regenbogenraupe is a collecting game featuring a color die, 2-4 play-

ages 4+ and Blitzschnell from ages 5+.
Games with the label Meine ersten Spiele
are noted for the beautiful components
ideal for toddlers which also induce free
play, they are the very first game collections
for children from ages 2. In Kling-KlangWald by Dietlind Löbker for 1-3 players

ers of ages 3-6 try to be the first to complete
the caterpillar. Käpt’n Klabauter features
the topic of treasures and pirates, 2-5 players of ages 5+ need to be first to navigate
their ship to the treasure island.

Hüpper, Miriam Koser, Markus Nikisch and
Johannes Zirm is intended for 2-5 players,
ages 8+, Agent X must memorize a secret
code, but barking watch dogs and shrill
alarm hooters distract their attention. Katzofant was designed by Roberto Fraga,
2-6 players, ages 6+, must compare sizes
of animal and quickly react by imitating
the noise of the bigger animal. Ziege mit
Fliege by Christiane Hüpper, Miriam Koser

Lernspiele:
There are three big groups within this range
of games: more titles within the Ratz Fatz
series, games featuring the fex Fit fürs Lernen concept of furthering executive functions, and games under the label LernSpielSpaß.
Mouse Mia visits her friends in the forest;
all of them play an instrument and the child
encounters different rhythms and sounds.
Fische Angeln by Kristin Mückel for 1-4
players is a version of the fishing game, you

must catch a fish in the color you rolled and
are rewarded with a toy for your display.
New in the range of Kartenspiele are four
titles – Dino-Alarm is a memo game for
2-6 players, ages 5+, Dinos are hiding from
Tyrannosaurus Rex and need to be found.

and Markus Nikisch demands of 2-6 players, ages 5+, to use one card each from the
categories of color, animal, piece of clothing and activity to form a sentence and to
remember it.
For the educational concept of Millys Lernzoo in the range of LernSpielSpaß there
is new Komm mit in Millys Lernzoo by
Die große Ratz Fatz Sinneswelt by Hajo
Bücken offers lots of components geared
to all senses including a game book for
1-6 players from ages 3-12. Ratz-Fatz TingSpiele offer even more variety; due to the
control function of the pen children can
play on their own. The two titles, Ting Ratz
Fatz Zahlen and Ting Ratz Fatz Buchsta-

Gerhard Friedrich, Viola de Galgóczy and
Barbara Schindelhauer; 1-4 players, ages 2+,
must help Milly with her work and take back
runaway Penguin Dapdap to its enclosure.

ben are intended for 1-6 players of ages 4-8.
The range of fex games is extended by three
titles; In geheimer Mission by Christiane
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Mitbringspiele from Haba are sorted by
the size of their boxes:
The format Mitbringspiele Mini offers two
new titles: Dem Yeti wird’s zu bunt by Imke
Krämer is a game on the topic of mixing colors, the Yeti is bored by his snow-covered
homeland and he starts travelling and finds
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sions for 2-6 players, ages 6+, with the help
of the snapshots you can find out who has
taken the photograph.
The range of Mitbringspiele M is extended
by a game called Wasserratten in Sicht! by
Carmen and Thorsten Löpmann. The light-
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Hans im Glück
From the Pacific to the Caribbean, we come
to Santa Cruz, unknown territory is waiting
to be explored. In the placement game de-

a color lab. 2-4 players, ages 4-10, determine
mixed colors that result from two basic colors and are rewarded with color dots. Kleiner Fuchs ganz groß by Edith Grein-Böttch-

house is broken and 2-4 players, ages 4+,
must construct new lighthouses quickly in
order to keep the water rats from the treasure.
The group of Große Spiele from Haba is expanded with two new games:
Tier auf Tier Jetzt geht’s rund! is yet aner is a roll & move game with a memory
mechanism, 2-4 players of ages 3-8 help the
American Indian boy Kleiner Fuchs to pass
his exam by turning up images that correspond to the task spot.
Spring also brings two new games in the
range of the box size of Mitbringspiele S:
Der versteckte Schlüssel was designed by
other variant on the very successful game
concept of stacking animals, by Kristin
Mückel and Klaus Miltenberger; 2-4 players, ages 5+, want to join the crocodile for
a ride on its log; each player in turn must
place an animal on the stack and then turn
the platform and imitate the animal next to
which the shark is swimming in the water,
all in order to avoid having to stack another
Inka & Markus Brand. 3-6 players, ages 5+,
interpret clues which Ghost Leopold has
been leaving for the new inmates of the
castle to enable them to find the keys to the

treasure caches. Kuck Ruck zuck! by Roberto Fraga is a game of reaction and conclu-
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animal. Monstertorte by Stephanie Rohner
and Christian Wolf is a revised new edition
of Tolle Torte, 2-4 players, ages 5+, must
spoon out the correct number of sugar
marbles from the cake dough to be able to
decorate the small cakes correctly and to
get the card.

signed by Marcel-André Casasola Merkle for
2-4 players, ages 9+, you play cards in order
to occupy the best positions on the island,
in the second round each player has to use
the set or cards used by another player during the previous round.
The pretty clear see-through meeples featured in the Gefolge expansion are followed
by another collecting opportunity with
the Carcassonne universe: Carcassonne

Minis. Klaus-Jürgen Wrede has come up
with seven expansions for Carcassonne,
all intended for 2-6 players, ages 8+, and
having different influences and effects on
the game; there are Carcassonne Mini: Die
Depeschen des Königs, Carcassonne Mini:
Die Fähren, Carcassonne Mini: Die Fluggeräte, Carcassonne Mini: Die Räuber,
Carcassonne Mini: Goldmine and Carcassonne: Magier und Hexe. The seventh expansion, Die Kornkreise, is split into one
card per each of the other expansions, if you
collect all six expansions, you also have the
complete Kornkreise expansion.

Hape
The sister company of Beleduc offers an
interesting specialty in their range of products: Toys and games made out of bamboo.
In the range of games there are two new
releases this year: Super-Elch is a game
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of dexterity and balancing for 2-6 players,
ages 3+, the elk must be provided with new
antlers. Quattro for 2 players, ages 3+, is an
enchanting version of 4 in a Row; you stack
light green and dark green rings and let

& Friends are re- issued featuring new box
design.
Girls Gaming offers the standard Twister
and also a new edition of Twister Dance for
1-2 players, ages 8+. This edition modernizes events on the colored dots, you can now
connect your own MP3 Player or iPod to the
unit and dance to your private music, lights
lighting up tell you on which dot you must

bamboo grow while trying to get for rings
of your own color into a row.

Hasbro
The focus at one of the big players in the
game and toy business is definitely on the
the KRE-O building blocks on the one hand
and on license topics on the other hand.
In the game department widely known
brands are freshened up by new releases or
relaunches in redesigned boxes.
The allocation of games into user groups
has been changed; there is now Preschool
Gaming, the former children games are
differentiated into Boys and Girls Gaming,
then there is Teen Gaming and finally Family Gaming.

In the range of Preschool Gaming appears
Elefun Schnüffel Rüssel within the subrange of Elefun & Friends. 1-2 players, ages
4+, collect cards featuring snacks with their
Elefun snacker. The other games of Elefun
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The new variety of Bop It, Bop it! Smash
for 1 players, ages 8+, is grouped with the
category of Teen Gaming; you want to catch
the migrating light exactly in the middle of
the unit in order to score points.
It is an interesting fact that the new edition
of Monopoly junior is ranged in the category of Family gaming - Monopoly junior
party has been given a new topic in the
new edition, instead of a fair topic we it now
features a children’s party, which you need
to visit and you place gifts on the land slots.
Monopoly Millionär provides luxury for
the game, the package is shaped like a diamond and glitters; you can upgrade your
playing pieces and the cards are designed
to fit the glamorous concept, too, and as
you do not go bankrupt among millionaires
the game for 2-6 players, ages 8+, is won by

place your foot.
Boys Gaming places the focus on Battleship and the film of the same name, on the
one hand there will be Battleship Kartenspiel based on the film, for 2 players, ages
8+; the ships feature special abilities when
you have located them. On the other hand,

there is Battleship as we know it with a
topic of Navy against Aliens, packed into
cool silver coffrets and then, finally, there is
Elektronisches Battleship, again designed
for 1-2 players, ages 8+. A so called operator
guides you through the game, gives orders
and explains the game, assisted by sound
effects. The range for boys also comprises
4 gewinnt Tower for 2 players, ages 8+, the
game of Connect 4 acquires another dimension, you catapult the chips onto a platform
from where they fall down automatically
into the tower, but still, you only win if you
manage to place four of your chips in a row.

whoever collects a sum of 1 Million first.
The Trivial Pursuit range is extended with
a new Trivial Pursuit Familienedition
featuring 1200 new questions for adults
and 1200 questions for children, the game
mechanism has stayed the same.
Tabu has been revised, too – the new edition has been announced for late summer
and comes with an electronic buzzer and
without a game board: it is now also featuring a taboo die which varies the flow of the
game, all this is accompanied by 1000 new
terms.
Hasbro is also introducing new technology;
„zAPPed“ games feature new ways to play
by using an iPad or iPod touch or íPhone for
a game master and for providing information necessary for the game; Monopoly
works with all three devices, Spiel des Lebens only with the iPad and in Spell Shot
you place two playing pieces onto the iPad;
you need to defeat your opponent using
spells in four different levels of difficulty.
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Without allocation into user groups eight
new compact games have been announced: 4 gewinnt, Battleship, Cluedo,
Doktor Bibber, Hippo Flipp, Mastermind,
Monopoly und Wer ist es.

For Die Schlachten von Westeros there
will be Bruderschaft ohne Banner.
The board game Der Eiserne Thron 2. Edition is a revised new edition of the Game;
in the Westeros universe the houses rival for

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
The plethora of new releases offered is continued also in spring and summer. In case
of expansions for games, especially LCGs, I
restrict myself to listing the titles:
German editions of Fantasy Fantasy Flight
Games titles:
LGC Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron
is expanded with Die Herren des Winters,
Die Könige der See, Die Könige des Stur-

the throne in this fantasy develpment game
by Christian T. Petersen for 3-6 players, ages
14+.
Blood Bowl Team Manager, is a card game
on a football topic with a fantasy setting,
intended for 2-4 players, ages 14+, and designed by Jason Little. Das Ältere Zeichen
is the German edition of Elder Sign, which

ms, Die Königin der Drachen, Die Löwen
des Felsens and Die Prinzen der Sonne.
For the Der Herr der Ringe LCG expansionsare published, Der Rothornpass, Der Weg
nach Bruchtal, Khazad-Dum, plus Der
Wächter am Wasser and Die lange Dunkelheit in the new Zwergenbinge Zyklus.
LCG Warhammer Invasion is extended

is a cooperative fantasy adventure game
set in the Cthulhu Universe, for 1-8 players,

with Der Imperiale Thron, Fragmente der
Macht, Karaz-A-Karak, Morgenrot and
Stadt der Kälte.

ages 13+, created by Richard Launius and
Kevin Wilson. Arkham Horror Miskatonic
Horror by Tim Uren introduces compo-
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nents which can only be used as extension
for expansions that have been previously
published.
Chaos in der Alten Welt has been given
a new edition too, which is accompanied
by the new expansion Chaos in der Alten
Welt Die Gehörnte Ratte; both titles are
adventure games set in the Warhammer
Universe and designed by Eric M. Lang or
Eric M. Lang, James Hata and Jay Little, and

intended for 2-5 players, ages 14.
Talisman is expanded with Die Drachen,
designed by John Goodenough for 2-6 players, ages 9+; there is a new double-sided Inner Region featuring the Dragon Tower.

Dust Tactics, the SciFi/Fantasy Tabletop for
2-4 players, ages 13+, by Olivier Zamfierscu
and Paolo Parente, has been revised,
streamlined and reworked into the so called
Revised Core Set around which the other
expansions are centered.

Kingdoms by Reiner Knizia is also released
again, in the placement game for 2-4
players, ages 9+, you place castles and earn
gold.
In-House productions and co-productions
with other publishers:
Der Heidelbär Wald und Wiesen Edition
and Der Heidelbär Wilde Wasser are ex-
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Schranz is a placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+; at the beach the topics are
deck chairs, sun shades and other tourist
attractions.
Geile Idee is the German language edition of A Big Idea, presented by FunForge
at Essen and is a game by James Ernest, a
party game in which you must tell stories,
intended for 3-6 players and a re-launch of
the game originally published by Cheapass.
Der Ringkrieg 2. Edition by R. di Meglio,
M. Maggi und F. Nepitello is an epic strategy game on the Topic of Lord of the Rings,
designed for 2-4 players, ages 14+; this is a

pansions for the association word game by
Frank Stark, 3-6 players, ages 10+, need to
describe terms in order to make others recognize them, the terms contain REH or KUH

or WAL either exactly or sounding like this.
Das letzte Bankett, pubklished in cooperation with GameHeads, is designed by
Michael Nietzer and Oliver Wolf; 6-25 players, ages 10+, try to achieve their goal as
members of a faction and switch places

accordingly. Crime & Mystery Modern
Investigation and Crime & Mystery Lost
Bakerstreet Files are expansions for Crime
& Mystery Bakerstreet Files, both again designed by Johannes Krenner and intended

for 3-6 players, ages 12+, the new cases can
be combined with the core game.
Titten Ärsche Sonnenschein by Walter
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Galaxy Trucker: Noch eine große Erweiterung is the second „Big“ expansion for
Galaxy Trucker by Vlaada Chvátil, 2-5 players, ages 12+, can hire support teams to
enhance their own knowledge about ship
constructions; furthermore there are new

revised new edition with modified rules.
Mysterien der Templer is published in a
co-production with Giochi Uniti; this is a resources management game for 2-4 players,
ages 12+, designed by Silvio Negri-Clementi, on the topic of the history of the Order of
the Templars.
Oh Sultan by Alex Weldon belongs to the
genre of werewolf games; it is a deduction
game for 5-15 players, ages 12+; sultan and
assassins are the opponents in this game,
you score for completed tasks over 5 rounds

classes of ships and new tiles. Flashpoint
Fire Rescue is also published in German,
this is a cooperative on the topic of rescuing people from fire,; intended 1-6 players,
ages 10+, and created by Kevin Lanzing, the

English edition is published by Indie Board
& Cards.
Together with Cranio Creations comes the
German editon of Dungeon Fighter, an
adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 8+, by
A. Buonfino, L. Silva and S.T. Sorrentino, in
which the abilities of the players determine
the abilities of the characters in the game.

of play.
Titan by Jason B. MacAllister and David A.
Trampler is yet another re-launch, you control groups of monsters; when your own
titan is destroyed you must quit the game.
Nacht der Wandelnden Toten is an adventure game on a zombies topic, with a satirical touch, designed by Jason Hill for 2-6
players, you fight the zombies as best as you
can with what you happen to have at hand.
Distribution and cooperation partners of
Heidelberger are, among many others, alea,
CGE, Cranio Creations, Fantasy Flight Games,
FunForge, GameHeads, Flying Frogs, Giochi
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Uniti, Lookout Games and PD Verlag.

Huch & Friends
Huch has won its second Toys Award at
Nuremberg for an abstract game and this
confirms the company’s decision to publish
new things about their respective partner
from questions and actions.

good abstract games. In 2012, QBQ is presented in cooperation with Mindtwister; 2-4
players, ages 8+, use their cubes to lay out a
path across the board, if necessary you can
go upwards, too, with your highest tower
you can dislodge opposing cubes.
The communications game ego is given a

picture edition called ego pictures – 3-8
players, ages 12+, decide which picture fits
a given situation best and the only questions remains of how all others will decide?

Voll ins Schwarze by Touku Tahkokallio is
guessing game on numbers for 2-7 players,
ages 8+; if you are nearest to the correct answer you win a point. But! You must answer
using number cards and can only score
when you happen to have the necessary
ones in hand. Heute schon geküsst? by
Claudia Hartmann is a game on getting to
know each other, 2 players, ages 16+, learn
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Wolf im Schafspelz is a game of reactions
featuring dice by Wilfried Lepuschitz, 2-8
players, ages 7+, roll dice showing sheep
and wolves and must keep track of majorities. In the same box size comes another

game, Nox; 2-6 players, ages 8+, fight in the
card game by Steffen Brückner about who
is the most crafty crook and scores the most
points due to this fact.
The hit for globetrotters, Ausgerechnet
…, is given two new regional editions,
Ausgerechnet Köln and Ausgerechnet
Hamburg. The big regional games are also
extended by a new tame, there is Alles
Augsburg…? für 2-5 players, ages 10+.
For the logical game Triovision there is a sequel called Triovision Master by Susanne
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Galonska and Wolfgang Dirscherl, again a
co-production with IQ-Spiele; 1-6 players,
ages 7+, may relocate exactly one piece in
order to form the correct combination of
colors and shapes on the board.
Joszef Bognar has created two logical brain
teasers for the Logicus range of games,
Brainteaser Smiles and Brainteaser Dragon Treasure, for 1 player, ages 7+, you move
and relocate path pieces, but there are
blockades. Cobra Twist for 1 player, ages
7+, is also published in the Logicus range;
Ariel Laden‘s snake must be formed, according to task cards, out of four colored dice.
The range of very beautiful and informative Welt … games is extended by a new
title, Welt des Films for 2-5 players, ages

14+, transports cineastes into the big film
studios of then and now! The small notepad
quiz games are extended with four new

games: Das kleine DDR-Quiz, Das kleine
Cocktailquiz, Das kleine Allgemeinwissensquiz and Das kleine Berlin-Quiz.
In the range of children games there is also
a wide and varied offer of new releases:
The top title is Die kleinen Drachenritter
by Marco Teubner for 2-4 players, ages 5+;

Nils the Dragon is sitting on a rock on top of
the knights‘ treasure, who climb up the rock
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assisted by a varied assortment of things,
but the dragon throws small rocks at the
knights.
Coco Capitano is another game on the
topic of pirates and treasures, if you wait

too long to secure the treasure in this dice
game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by Wolfgang Dirscherl you are apt to lose it again.
Schräge Vögel, a dexterity game for 2-4

Out of the wide range of new releases from
the Dutch publisher I focus on those that are
intended for international distribution. First
and especially, there is the Gamechanger,
the electronic game board that interacts
with the iPad. The concept reminds me of
Yvio, the playing pieces are identified by
the iPad which also takes up the function of
Game Master.
Boom Boom Balloon is a dexterity game
for 2-4 players, ages 8+, you put needles
ages 4-7 learn those numbers; they can control correct results themselves. The range of
educational games is further extended by
Sprechdachs; there are two new titles, too:
Meine ersten Reime mit dem Sprechdachs by Wolfgang Dirscherl – Sprechdachs
is looking for a treasure with the help of his
friends and with rhymes, for 1-3 players,
ages 3+. Der kleine Sprechdachs beschreibt seine Freunde by Christoph Cantzler
into the balloon which must not explode!
Geronimo Stilton is a game based on
books and film featuring the knightly
mouse, for 2-5 players, ages 8+, you travel

players, ages 5+, was created by Brigitte
Pokornik; the birds must reach the crown of
the trees to be safe from Cat Carl.
In the range of educational games with the
mascot Klaus die Maus there are two new
titles: Klaus die Maus auf dem Bauernhof
is a design by Reinhard Staupe, 1 player,

and Anja Wrede, designed for 2-5 players,
ages 5+, trains perception and observation,
Sprechdachs is describing the appearances
of his friends.

Hutter Trade
The distributor represents A.V., Chelona,
Cocktail Games, Family Games, Gmeiner
Verlag,
IQ-Spiele,
Oberschwäbische
Magnetspiele,
IQ-Spiele,
Megableu,
Purrfect, Puzzlemap, Sirius, The Game
Master, and The Creativity Hub.
New releases see under the publisher
names.

ages 3+, is moving along new paths and
learns all about a farm. Klaus die Maus entdeckt den Wald by Christoph Cantzler and
Anja Wrede is intended for 2-4 players, ages
5+, Klaus finds fruits, leaves, animals and
tracks, must sort them and make up pairs.
Zählefant is no longer alone; Der Zählefant
im Zahlenland by Reinhard Staupe for 2-4
players, ages 3+, trains numbers and size relations by rhymes and different game variants. Zählefant – Zahlen von 1-10 is a collection of games on numbers 1-10, by Hajo
Bücken and Dirk Hanneforth, 1-4 players of
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across the six kingdoms to assist the Fairy
Queen.

Intellego Holzspiele
The range of generation games is continued
with two titles; both are designs of Reiner
Knizia: In Singapur 2 players, ages 10+ vie
for the most beautiful skyline, you win if you

Identity Games

can see more houses from your side of the
board. Gravitas for 2 players, ages 8+, is a
game of placing and sliding number tiles,
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squares, in each row and column each color
and shape can appear only once, the task
cards pre-set positions for some of the pieces. Schafköpfchen by Klaus Miltenberger
and Kerstin Wallner for 2-4 players, ages
8+, has simple rules; tall beats small, but
Schafköpfchen is the highest trump cards
and beats even tall giraffes.

you try to form adjacent groups of numbers
in your own color; the game features three
variants.

IQ Spiele

Jumbo

OUR REPORT

your men to the finish. Kirmes has a similar
mechanism, this time for 2-4 players, ages
5+, on a track with slides and arches on a
revolving board.
Wide room is given in the Jumbo program
to the German editions of Smartgames
titles from Belgium: New in 2012 are six
games: Pinguintanz auf dem Eis, 1 player,
ages 6+, must find the right shape and position. Troja for 1 players, ages 7+, is a version of Muros, the walls must be arranged
in such ways as to exclude enemy knights.

The program is headed by the iPawns, already presented at Essen 2011; you place a
piece on the iPad and the device recognizes
it; pieces activate special features. At the
moment there are four classic games to be
had, Game of Goose, Snakes & Ladders,
Fishing Game and Air Hockey, a Stratego
edition is planned.

All in all four new releases are presented,
one of them - Triovision Master – is a coproduction with Huch & friends.
Die verrückte Tierparty by Wolfgang
Dirscherl is an action game for 2-6 players,

New within the Smartgames program are
logic games in the guise of magnetic travel
games, all intended for 1 player, ages 7+, the
first four games are Tangoes, a variant of
Tangram featuring animals, Unterwasserwelt, Magischer Wald and Grosse Krabbelei.
In the range of Disney games the autumn
The classics in the Jumbo program are repackaged under the label „Die Klassiker“,
there are editions of Rummikub, Spiel des
Wissens and Stadt Land Fluss.

ages 4+, you must react correctly to animal images and imitate animals. Logix is a

In a new series Spielspaß two titles are an-

novelty Disney Princess Das Spiel mit
dem magischen Zauberstab for 2-4 players, ages 3+, was displayed again, accompanied by a new edition of Disney Princess
Cinderella Das Magische Schuhspiel,
again for 2-4 players, ages 3+.
game of logic for 1 player, ages 7+, by Linda
Wächter; nine pieces must be placed on 9
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nounced: Achterbahn, a 3D board for 2-4
players, ages 6+, you want to be first to get

Not featured in the German catalogue
but shown at the booth were: Party & Co
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Extreme 2.0, on display was the Spanish
edition of parent company Diset, as well
as a travel edition Party & Co Card – and
yet another version, Party & Co Girls for

range of new Kosmos games without a new
Catan game, and therefore we start with
presenting the latest member of the Catan
family: It is called Star Trek Catan, Klaus
Teuber takes 3-4 players into space on order
of the Federation to build a space station
and to mine Dilithium, but the Klingons are
also involved in the game of familiar mechanisms.
Waka Waka by Rüdiger Dorn reminds one
somewhat of Jambo, 2-4 players, ages 10+,
retrieve items and must assess statements,
bones are given for rewards, you win with
20 bones. Not new, but newly combined
– Keltis, Game of the Year 2008 by Reiner
Knizia has been packed together with the
expansions into a combo box for 2-4 players, ages 10+. Grillparty by Jordi Gené and
Gregorio Morales invites 2-5 players to a
grill, but each one wants to eat something
different but the grill only has room for four
items and so you must swap items to imple-

2-4 players, ages 8+, featuring questions
on fashion, leisure, appearance and more.
Furthermore, there is a Stratego Kartenspiel and Razende Reporters, still only a

follow the motto of the title, „do it“ and buy
goods as cheaply as they can; as they are offered face down you have them checked by
the monkey and executes tasks set by the
Shaman. Lakota by Philippe Proux for 2-6
players, ages 8+, takes us on to the North
American Indians, Lakota is their word for
Dutch edition, for 2-4 players ages 8+, and
then PimPamPet The Battle, a version of
ment your tasks.

Stadt-Land-Fluss-Variante for 2-10 players,
ages 8+.

ally and is the name of a tribe; we place our
sticks and must take care not to become
an ally for another player and enable him
to build a bridge! Colorio by Jacky Bonnet extends the range of abstract placement games; 2-4 players, ages 8+, turn up
color squares, if you reveal the fifth one of a

New is the range of dice game in the cubic
box, featuring three games, all intended for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Einfach Genial Das
Würfelspiel by Reiner Knizia; you must always roll all dice and score them one by one,
if there is concordance with dice of other
players you can cross of a symbol on the
score sheet. Keltis Das Würfelspiel, also by

Kosmos
Barely imaginable that there could be a

color, you are out of the game. Martin Rütter Sitz! Platz! Aus! continues the range
of games on dogs, in the family game by
Inka and Markus Brand all dig for bones or
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Reiner Knizia; you roll 5 dice and can reroll
any number, then you decide on a symbol
and move accordingly. Positions reached
and Wish stones score points. Würfelwurst
Das Würfelspiel by Inka and Markus Brand
picks up the topic of unloved animals like
bugs or wasps and therefore nobody wants
to the absolutely last thing, the dice sausage, or what? Because a sausage ruins your
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ter Schranz for 2-4 players, ages 10+ who
manage resources by collecting goods using cards and changing goods into victory
points. Drecksau by Frank Bebenroth for
2-4 players, ages 7+, sends pigs into the
mud, but conditions get really bad with the
rain card, this is where a stable card would
be nice. Gregs Tagebuch Von Idioten

roll, but four sausages are the best possible
result!

ages 7+, now fills two areas at the same time
with triangles, in two levels of difficulty.
Der kleine Drache Kokosnuss und das
Geheimnis der Mumie is a memo game

Within the range of Games for Two some
of the classics are repacked and branded

umzingelt is the card game by Friedemann
Friese based on Jeff Kinney‘s Gregs Tagebuch, 3-6 players, ages 8+, want to raise to be
the most liked pupil in the class and choose
cards from the face-down stack. Piranhas

in analogy to the edition in a tin with the
supertitle of Klassiker für Zwei; Kahuna
by Günter Cornett, Lost Cities by Reiner
Knizia and Rosenkönig by Dirk Henn, all für
2 players, ages 10+.
A new Game for Two is Targi by Andreas
Steiger for 2 players, ages 12+; players place
their Tuareg for salt, pepper or for trading
to achieve good business and fitting upgrades.

based on the books by Ingo Siegner. Inka
and Markus Brand have designed the adventure to save the pharaoh’s mask with
the help of toilet paper rolls, for 2-4 players,
ages 6+. Jim Knopf und Lukas der Loko-

by Reiner Knizia is a card game on fishes big
and small in different colors, you can discard
a bigger fish of the same color; piranhas are
always possible when their color is not visible on the target card.
motivführer, a classic topic for children,
has been picked up again by Kai Haferkamp
for a dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+; you
must guess destinations correctly and be
the first to complete a circle with Engine
Emma. Märchen Memo for 2-4 players,

The range of card games now offers Die
Tore der Welt Kartenspiel based on the
board game of the same name; by WalGames in the take-me-along sized boxes
feature prominently in the Kosmos range,
too, the selection is extended with several
games: Star Wars Angriff der Rebellen appeard last autumn and now gets company
from Star Wars Anakins Podrace and Star
Wars Kampf gegen Darth Maul, both designed by Sandra Dochtermann and Ralf
Querfurth for 2-4 players, ages 8+. Ubongo
Trigo by Grzegorz Rejchtman, 1-4 players,
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ages 4+, and Bauernhof Lotto for 2-4 players, ages 3+, continue the range of standard
classic games for toddlers.
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Duden - Lese-Schatz by Isolde von Kno-

bloch continues the range of educational

roll and in your mind move over this number of chips and then name a word in the
current category starting with the letter on
the chip you reached, the fastest is given a
ring by Willi. The successful assessment and
guessing game on animals, Können Schweine fliegen?, is given an Ergänzungsset,
2-4 players, ages 5+, can now show or ex-

medals to win. Kraterschreck im Mondversteck by Tom Espen stays with monsters,
Alien Ansgar frightens astronauts; 2-4 players, ages 6+, move their markers and Ansgar who is moving beneath the crater landscape until he pops up! T-Rex greift an! by
Inka and Markus Brand features prehistoric
tend their information on 50 new animals.
The range of educational games for children is expanded by Der echte Scout Rechen-Hexe by Kai Haferkamp. 1-4 players,
ages 5+, assemble the number on demand
from the ingredients.

games in the take-along-box, in analogy to
Mau Mau words must be stacked correctly
in order to get the mysterious treasure. In
the range of Was ist Was junior there is a
monsters, 2-4 players, ages 7+, are hunting
for food and steal stores from each other,
because only with enough food Dinos can
lay eggs and survive. The placement logic
success Ubongo is given yet another variant

As a festive finish, because so beautiful
and unusual, I would like mention the two
Adventskalender, on the favorite topics of
Sternenschweif and Die drei ???, as an example for a range of advent calendars, also
as books.

new knowledge game by Kai Haferkamp for
2-4 players, ages 5+, Pferde & Ponys.
The releases of new children games begins nicely spooky with Spinnengift und
Krötenschleim by Klaus Teuber; 2-4 players, ages 6+, must remember where the

with Ubongo junior by Grzegorz Rejchtman; 2-4 players, ages 5+, must place two
or three pieces on their boards, the fastest is
given 4 jewels and all others can try to finish,
too, while the timer runs, and you win with
most jewels. Flinker Willi by Heinz Meister
varies the Stadt-Land-Fluss mechanics, you

ingredients are; if you find the right one
you place a magic chip into the cauldron; if
it spills over a monster emerges and at the
end you need most monsters and witch
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inders and three wooden planks, intended
for grasping and interpreting schematic
representations. Stapel(l)auf is a building
and stacking game, too, this time the topic
is constructing based on different elevations.

Krok Nik Douil
Vanuatu by Alain Epron was published last
autumn at in France and is given a German
edition at Hutter Trade, 3-5 players, ages
12+, try to become wealthy in the South
Seas by fishing, searching for archeological

Libellud
ily and uniformly packed and uniformly to
take along and all use the changeable Lego
die. Star Wars Battle of Hoth for 2-4 players, ages 8+, has been announced for Autumn release, supplementing many other
products featuring this license topic. Two

The range of games based on Dixit, game of
the year 2010, is extended with Dixit Jinx

relics and looking after tourists.

Lego
Three new games are listed for spring release: City Alarm for 2-4 players, ages 6+,
sends players on the hunt for gangster, will

games will extend the Heroica series in autumn, Ganrash and Lirion, as well as Maya
Mystica and a game on the license topic of
Phineas & Ferb.

by Joseph M. Allué and Dominique Ehrhard;
3-6 players, ages 8+, should find associations on rather abstract symbols. Another
Dixit game was presented, Dixit 3, simply
features 84 new cards for use with the core

Leopardi Spiele
Magnetic game boxes for school, therapy
and travel – there are two new titles: 6 a lino
as a construction game with 12 colored cylthey succeed or will the robbers flee? Kokoriko lets 2-4 players, ages 6+, search for
eggs in the chicken pen, the chicken run

around, there are egg and chicken thieves
and the rooster needs to sort out the chaos.
Mini Taurus challenges 2-4 players, ages
7+, to find the Sword of Ägeus in the labyrinth of the Minotaur. All games are hand-
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game by Jean-Louis Roubira.
Seasons by Régis Bonnessée is a combination of card and dice game for 2-4 players,

ages 12+; in the first phase you draw nine
cards which are split into 3x3 for the game,
in phase 2 you use the dice which yield actions to achieve the aim of the game which
is collecting crystals.
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Logika

Lookout Games

Lui-meme

The publishing company of Ingo Uhl has
brought several new releases; training cards
for the well-known Baumeisterspie, Kubiplex is a standard construction puzzle,
pieces of different shapes are combined
into pre-set structures, 1-2 players, ages 6+.
Maxi Fensterpuzzle is a placement puzzle
for 1 player, ages 3+, and XL Prismazul a
3D-Puzzle made up from 8 parts.

Presented with a press conference at the
booth, Agricola Die Bauern und das liebe
Vieh by Uwe Rosenberg for 2 players, ages

The small French publisher does not show
new releases, but new editions of successful
games. Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald Ju-

10+, is the 2-player-version of Agricola. You
have 8 rounds in order to breed the largest
herd of cattle. A new edition of Goa for 2-4
players, ages 12+, by Rüdiger Dorn, comes

biläumsausgabe is a collector’s item in limited edition, planned for 8-18 players, ages
10+, and featuring specially shaped cards.
Skull & Roses, by Hervé Marly and winner
of the As d’Or 2011 at Cannes, is re-issued in
a Red edition.

Logo-LernSpiel-Verlag
The Sensino-Box can serve as an example
from the huge range of educational and

Massimo Pesce Games
Palio, the game on the road races of Siena,
is published in a revised edition. Shown as a
prototype was Slalom, a game on the topic
of Ski races, you must complete sections of
the race to the next timing point by playing

training box; it contains three games, finger
writing, a touching game and allotment of
senses.

Loogicus
Lernspielverlag
Chess – More than a game: This is a mix-

ture of chess and travel game, you move
across a map of Europe and must face the
challenges presented by the different symbols on the board. You choose a chess piece
and thus determine the difficulty of the
tasks during the complete game. With EuroChessInternational.
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with four new tiles and includes the Bonanza variant.

Louquai Holzkunst
The traditional company from Pöttmess so
far has been an exhibitor at every single
one of Nuremberg Toy fairs and offers nice
small things, toys and games, some of them
packed into match boxes. WordWizz by
Gerd Jansen for 2-10 players, ages 6+, challenges you to find the maximum number
of words containing a given combination
of letters, regardless of where in the word.
Matchbox Karree is a placement game in
a match box, featuring geometrical shapes
with right angles.

cards.

Mattel
Of course there is the next version of UNO,
this times not with card but with dice, UNO
Würfel, packed in a drinks can; 2 players,
ages 7+, discard dice according to color
and numbers. A version of the classic fishing game is published featuring characters
from Disney Pixar Cars, 2-4 players, ages 3+,
try to catch the fish with Hooks grappling
hook. Angry Birds Knock on Wood goes
from Handy App to board game: 2-4 players, ages 5+, want to push opposing pigs off
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2-4 players, ages 10, and works with pre-set
tracks in the basic version. Giza – The Great
Pyramid by Dave Heberer is a construction
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Megableu
The French company is represented in the
German speaking countries by Hutter; in
spring three new titles are released, which
will appear with Hutter in autumn: Hatschi
Iglu is an action game, the little polar bear

the wooden towers.

game on the pyramid of Gizeh, each of the
3-4 players, ages 12+, leads a faction and
has 10 years to contribute the most to the
construction of the pyramid.
Rocket Jockey by James Spurny picks up
the topic of timely delivery in space; 2-4
is ill in his igloo, 3-4 players, ages 5+, finish
it for him; you can either place a block or
turn the igloo. If you must press a button
and the bear sneezes, blocks can fall off and
you must take them. Wie von Geisterhand
- the scary green walking hand is back, it
already did appear in 2006 at Piatnik under
the name of Der Magische Finger. The hand

Mayfair Games
For the first half of 2012 the company has
planned a few releases; by the way, Mayfair
is present in Germany now since the start of
the New Year as Mayfair GmbH.
Aeroplanes: Aviation Ascendant by Mar-

tin Wallace is set in the beginnings of commercial air travel, 3-5 players, ages 14+, are
tasked with investing in airplanes, customer
service and routes in order to achieve the
most successful airline. Empire Express, a
beginner’s version of Empire Builder for the
entire Empire Builder system is intended for
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players, ages 10+, fly rockets and want to
deliver their freight as fast as possible and
on time despite Alien contacts and competition from other pilots. This is part of the
Fun Fair Series – as is Whitewater by Frederic Moyersoen, 3-6 players, ages 8+, direct
stops its meandering after a chance time
interval and points to one of 2 or more players, ages 8+, who either must answer truthfully or take a risk. Zwinkern is a card game
for 4 players, ages 6+, you must be the first
to collect 4 cards of the same color and
swap cards from your hand with a display,
your partner is given a secret signal and
their flats, a player always controls two flats
and two paddles on each float, dice control
the dangers.
The complete catalog for 2012 lists –
among others - Steam Expansion #2 with
three new tracks and a new set of markers,
and, without naming details, the games
Five Points by Andreas Steding, Urbania
by Simone Luciani and A House Divided,
which is a revised edition of the Phalanx
game.

must press the button – if your opponents
spot the signal, they win the round.
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Merchant
Ambassadors
This company is also distributed by HCM
Kinzel, and mainly offers standard games
which are given special topics in order to
support WWF; new in the range for 2012 are
Wildkatzen and Polar Bodenpuzzle, Wild
represents a country and wants to develop
it by producing and processing coffee and

Bingo, Wild Mikado and a Balancespiel.
oceans.
A new game, too, on names is NamNam for
players ages 12+, by Jan Köppen, you are

Mindtwister

cotton. Sansi by Cheryl Heusser is a fast
card game on reactions from Tensor Games
for 2-4 players, ages 8+; all play simultaneously. Mauerquartett simply is a quartet on

The Swedish company again presented
Amber Road by Dan Glimne and Grzegorz
Rejchtman, a game on trade routes at the

tasked with guessing given names with the
help of contrary terms associated with the
syllables so you might say loo–zero-pale for
john-a-tan = Jonathan.

Murmel
Spielwerkstatt
time of the Roman Empire, for 2-4 players,
ages 9+; the game only develops during the
course of the game, you never know what
is waiting behind the next bend. Go Equal
features household chores, 2-4 players, ages
9+, collect points for doing them and collect magnets forming a pattern.

Besides the autumn novelty Chemix and a
new edition of Caminos the Swiss present-

walls, featuring 32 cards with images of the
most famous walls and borders. And can be
used as a trump game, too.

Next Vertrieb
Hako is an educational game, also called a
memo or a logic game, classily packed and
presented at NEC. A maze is hidden and you
start at the outside on the lowest level by
throwing a marble into the slot; if it ends

Moses
The cultic series black stories is continued
with two titles: black stories Mittelalter
Edition, and black stories Sex and Crime
Edition. New for children is black stories
junior Das Spiel by Andrea Köhrsen, you
win if you are first to collect adventure chips
for the four regions forest, desert, space and
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ed Tumicarona, the placement game for 2
players, ages 8+, originating from Madagascar, in a new classy edition. Große kleine
Welt for 4-8 players, ages 16+, by Martina
Hupfer, uses the topic of trade; each player
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up to your right you have solved the level
and can start on the next one. A mixture of
memory and trial & error, you can also create your own mazes.
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the solution; for a correct one Tom looks
straight ahead and his arms are at the same
height. Da Tonni serves gourmet cats who
want to be served with their favorite food at

Noris
In accordance with the rest of the program
the new releases are headed by Die Geissens, the glamorous TV family with a Jet

Set life; 2-4 players, ages 8+, accompany the
family on its travels and find the provocative
utterances on the event cards. The successful game QuizTaxi is re-published to go
with the 2nd season of the TV series, 2-6 play-

ers, ages 8+, can answer questions during a
taxi ride with the help of a telephone joker
and of passers-by and win money. The top
hit from sister company Dickie, Big Bobby
Car, is supported with another game, Big
Bobby Car - Sicher im Verkehr, 2-4 fans
of the famous cards, of ages 5+, learn correct traffic behavior while playing the game.
Mr. Tom is aimed at pre-school children; 1-2
players, ages 4+, can hang fish on toms

arms, first they place the randomly drawn
task and then the numbers necessary for

www.gamesjournal.at

Stühle stapeln is a new edition of the
dexterity game, this time the chairs come in
big size, 2-6 players, ages 5+, should stack
them as high as possible.
the reserved bin; 2 players, ages 6+, fight for
gratuities and against the wrong food. Filly
Elves are new horses in the Filly family, the
travel across Emocia to the big tree palace
in the game of the same name, Die Reise
zum magischen Baumpalast for 2-4 players, ages 4+.
A new series of small games is called Für
uns ab Fünf; Ab in den Stall challenges
players to take the animals back to the
stables, but they only follow Hugo the
dog and 2-4 players, ages 5+, in groups
of three. In Monkey Go 2-4 players must
find their way across the river and decide if
they want to cross slowly and safely or risky

to overcome turtles, logs and crocodiles.
Monster Mampf makes 2-4 players, ages
5+, feed hungry monsters as fast as they can
so that they get rid of their rumbling tummy.
Prinzessin Amelia is targeted at 2-4 little
princesses, ages 5+, for the summer ball of
fairy sorceress Valpura all are searching for
the most beautiful diamonds.
Happy Family is the name of a series of
new small games, good for children and
families and always intended for 2-4 players.
Alles Zauberei is a memo combined
with dice, for ages 4+; Fühl‘ doch mal
challenges you to quickly feel for wooden
figures, ages 3+; Flotte Wolle is a dice game
across obstacles, ages 5+, and Obstsalat is
another dice game on collecting identical
fruits, ages 6+.
The range of games mixing memo and
puzzle, going by the name of Zozzle, there
are two new images for the Filly Elves, and
there are Memos and Mal-Memos, too.

Mini Memos are a version of the wellknown memo game, featuring three license

topics from the Noris range, Filly, Chi Chi
Love and Big Bobby Car, each with 32
cards.
There are also new releases featuring the
talking educational pen, toystick: First of
all, there are now starter packs featuring a
pen and a book. As regards to games, there
is toystick – Die Geisterschule, ghosts
are teachers waiting on the stairs showing
pictures for which you need to find starting
letters or words. Already shown at Essen was
Toystick – Schatzkammer von El Mirador,
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2-4 adventurers, ages 6+, search the
treasure cave for treasures and avoid traps
and finally overcome the Mayan guardian.
Toystick - Meine erste Musikschule
enables a player, ages 3+, to get familiar
with instruments and their sounds and
to train motor skills when assembling the
instruments.
Without allotment to a series, but clearly
marked with an identical rainbow, there
are four games for toddlers of ages 3+, all
intended for 1-4 players; one of them is a
memo, the others are 2-part puzzles Was
gehört zusammen, Fahrzeuge-Puzzle
and Farben-Puzzle.

by Reinhard Staupe, one in the format of
Fusion, called Lokus; a placement game
for 3-5 players, ages 10+, on the topic of
not enough room on the toilet, it can get
tight, how crappy! The series of Die Tollen
Kleinen is expanded with three titles, which
originally appeared in the Yellow Series.
Merlin for 2-4 players, ages 4+, is a game
of concentration; Merlin looks different
one ach of the cards and you look for the
opposites. Ohren auf! is an acoustic memo

the help of the cat in the barrel. You place
mice onto the board or the barrel with the
cat, but the cat does not always come out
of the barrel – if it does you get the mouse.

Pegasus Spiele
The success of Mondo is prolonged with
Mondo Sapiens by Michael Schacht;

Some titles from the core program have
been redesigned: Weltreise für Kinder,
Mein Taschengeld and Allgemeinwissen
für Kinder. Again designed for 1-4 players,
game for 2-6 players, ages 4+, and Picus is a
game for training concentration, you must

ages 3+, are two games that feature several
rules, the basic rules demands sorting from
high to low in Alles was fliegt as from fast
to slow in Alles was fährt.
At the end let me mention Puzzles in der
Tüte with 48 pieces, a fun and practical idea
for easy transport, because you can reseal
the bag.

Nürnberger
Spielkarten
In a distribution cooperation with Staupe
Spiele four new titles are published, all

again 1- 4 players, ages 8+, try to fill their
own board as fast as they can with people,
buildings and roads. City Tycoon by Hubert
Batos and Łukasz S. Kowal for 2-5 players,
ages 12+, lets us invest into the expansion

follow the sequence in your head and hit
the card with the correct solution.
A new series by the name of Modern
Classics has been announced, the first titles
will be re-editions of Stefan Dorra’s Land
unter and Sticheln by Klaus Palesch.

Oberschwäbische
Magnetspiele
Katz‘ komm raus by Peter Schackert,
already published in 2011, was presented
again as a new release at the booth of Hutter
Trade. 2-4 players, ages 4+, catch mice with

of a city, you can use different strategies to
invest in project, use space and expand the
city; the placement of your own buildings
is important. The game was presented by
Rebel.pl at Essen. Mutant Meeples by Ted
Alspach for 2-6 players, ages 8+, is a logic
game based on the designer’s Board 2
Pieces comic; players must find the shortest
way to the crime scene in Meeptropolis

by combining mutant meeples and their
abilities. Milestones by Stefan Dorra and
Ralf zur Linde is another version on the
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topic of settling a landscape; 2-4 players,
ages 8+, build roads, markets and buildings
together, but must acquire resources,
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topic is oil and petrol markets, gas station,
pumps and oilrigs.
Thunderstone is given an added dimension

money and grain on their own.
The Duckomenta topic is used again for
Duckomenta Art, Reiner Knizia has varied
his game Modern Art for 2-5 players, ages
8+, accordingly.
Panic Station by David Ausloos is a
cooperative game, 4-6 players, ages 10+,

fighting parasites, but one of them is a
parasit, all must cooperate and cannot trust
anybody. Eminent Domain by Seth Jaffee

for 2-4 players, ages 12+, combines deck
building and choice of roles; all are involved
continuously and try to enlarge their space
empire. McMulti by James St. Laurent is a
revised new edition of a classic title; the
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with Thunderstone Advance Die Türme
des Verderbens, 1-5 players, ages 12+, can
now search the world of Tala for thunder
stones in the deck-building game by Mike
Elliot.
A newly illustrated and revised edition of
Illuminati is announced, and for Quest Zeit

der Helden by Alexander Dotor comes
Wolfsjagd Erweiterung. Mage Knight by
Vlaada Chvátil, released at Essen by WizKids,
will be published in German in May.
A new series in the program is started by

stay with being crazy with Monty Python
Fluxx, the card game without learning
rules, by Andrew Looney for 2-6 players,
ages 8+; because rules change with each
rule card you play.

The range of Munchkin card games, all by
Steve Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 12+,
is expanded by Munchkin Mit beiden
Händen Schummeln and Munchkin
Conan der Barbar as well as Munchkin
Axe Cop. Zweierschachteln are standalone card games and combine several
games on the same topic, there is such a box
for Munchkin Freibeuter, Star Munchkin,
Munchkin beißt and Munchkin Zombies.
Which leaves the boosters, there are now
more than a dozen of those, a new one is
Munchkin die Gilde.
And there is a Zweierschachtel for Chez
Geek by Steve Jackson, and the range
of Zombies!!! games is extended by
Zombies!!! 9: Asche zu Asche.
Pegasus is distribution and cooperation
partner for Abacusspiele, Alderac,
eggertspiele, University Games, White
Goblin Games, Z-Man Games and many
more.

Pegasus games featuring new editions of
the classy wooden games from Gerhards
Spiel und Design. One of them, Puzzle of
Oz by David Parlett, is a novelty of 2010 and
also published by Gerhards. The other titles
are Avverso by Henrik Morast, Sia Doble
by Oliver Schaudt and Hendrik Simon and
Zoom by Frank Stark, all for 2 players, ages
8+.
Auf die Nuss – this is a preliminary working
title – aka being hit on your head can
happen in this card game for 2-4 players,
ages 10+, by Sebastian Bleasdale, and we

Piatnik
The one Austrian publisher offers a colorful
and very attractive program for this year –
let’s start with an addition to the Tick Tack
Bumm range, one of the bestsellers in the
program: Tick Tack Bumm Compact by
Los Rodriguez is a travel edition, again for
2-12 players, ages 12+, the cards are stored
inside the bomb!
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that the other players guess the topic – of
course you cannot name the topic, which
mit be tax on dogs or fur coats.
Absolutely English by Fay Max Sween and
Kelly James is a mixture of learning and
communication for 2-16 players, ages 10+;
you train vocabulary and phrases; each
player chooses his personal level of difficulty
which stays the same for the whole game,

twice during the game.
MixFix by Andrew and Jack Lawson is a
game of observation and reactions, 2-6
players, ages 7+, search their cards as fast
as they can for the combination on the dice
and call it out loud, for instance fish-fishsheep-ship, and of course without mistakes!

In the range of party and communication
games there are three interesting new
releases, headed by Inquizitor The Game,
which had already been announced for last
year; a game by Balazs Kancz for 2-6 players,

topics are grammar, vocabulary, sentence,
mixed bag and general knowledge.
The classic game Othello for 2 players, ages
8+, – enclosed opposing pieces are turned
over to your own color – is re-published
with new graphics, and Abalone Offboard
comes to Austria in a different box.
ages 12+. You must execute tasks as usual,
but sometimes by choosing the correct
answer, sometimes by adding missing
letters or guess titles of books or films
based on a synopsis. Good friends? by Jean
Tarrade is another game on the topic of
assessing others correctly and how others

If you manage this you can discard the card.
Reflexx! by Peggy Brown is a reaction
game, too, there are four colors and right
or left hand to take into account; a player
might say “banana left hand “ and if you are
first to hit yellow with your left hand you get
the card, if you have four different ones, you

In the attractive series of compact games
there will be a quadruplet of new releases,
headed by Baobab by Joseph M. Allue. 2-4
players, ages 6+, must place cards featuring
animals, flowers and twigs according to
detailed rules so that the projecting crown
of the Baobab tree is forming. If you are the
First to get rid of your cards you win. Block
win!
Frog Prince by David Mair is part of the
range of children games and picks up the
topic of the fairy tale; 2-6 players, ages 4+,
roll the die and collect kisses and the golden
ball; if you hold both you may place the frog

assess you – prepare for some astonishing
results. Pro & Contra is a challenging game
concept by Helmut Walch, 3-16 players

form teams of 2 and must then give pro and
contra statements to a given topic in a way
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5 by Aya and Alma Modan is another card
game, you place numbers up to 10 in the
form of sums made up from any number of
cards, five times for each number, but you
can start a display for a given number only

on a leaf, if he turns over and becomes a
prince you have won. Lilliput by Reiner
Knizia is featuring a fairy tale topic, too, you
swap pieces of your won with those from
stock in order to get the lowest possible
numbers; when the 5th rope appears you
win with the lowest number underneath
your pieces.
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of the Industrial Revolution to today.
Announced for later in the year are:
Kingdom Builder Nomads, again by
Donald X. Vaccarino, the first expansion for
Kingdom Builder, the nomads introduce a
5th by Kristian Amundsen Østby is a game
in real time on the escape from a temple,
2-5 players from ages 8+ try to cooperate
to reach the exit. Maharani by Wolfgang
Panning turns 2-4 players, ages 8+, into
architects who complete the Tadsch Mahal
with temples.

the dice for the result.

Playland

PuzzleMap

The Bulgarian company had a booth as
every year, as usual there was a catalogue,
too, and as usual it was without any further

A new idea for a classic game mechanism
– a puzzle of 500 parts shows maps and
information, for instant on the topic of
wine – grape varieties, travel destinations,

information, and the website does not yield
much more. New in the program are the
titles Game of Luck and Mr. X, both for
2-4 players, ages 8+, Eastern Tale, The Big
Family, Who did the Menacle und Ghost

Pulsar
Games
In the are of Asmodee’s international
partners Ultimate Warriorz was on display;
a game of dice and cards with a fantasy
topic, created by Guillaume Blossier for 2-8
players, ages 8+; you choose a character
and fight another one by selecting action
cards, then you compare initiative and roll

www.gamesjournal.at

Ravensburger
The blue triangle again marks a varied and
large program as usual, whereby some new
series are begun.
Displayed at the booth, eagerly expected
and announced for release in April:
Farmerama, the board game based on
the browser game; Uwe Rosenberg has
transferred the events for 1-4 players, ages

top vintners etc. in a region; designed by
Andreas Stammnitz. New at Hutter there is
Deutscher Wein, for 2012 Weine Europas
and regional puzzles for Ostsee, Köln or
Düsseldorf are announced!

Queen Games

World, all for for 2-4 players, ages 5+; these
games are also available with an English
language cover.

OUR REPORT

Announced for the first part of 2012:
Once again, Kingdom Builder by Donald
X. Vaccharino, which was already out in
autumn, 2-4 players, ages 9+, create their
own kingdom by building settlements.
Kairo by Kimmo Sorsamo has been
announced for quite some time, too, it is a
re-design of Tori, published by Competo;
2-4 players embody trades and upgrade
their market. Sparta by Yannick Holtkamp
for 2 players, ages 10+, is an abstract
placement game with an antiquity topic,
Spartans against Achaians. Edo by Louis
and Stefan Malz takes us to Japan in the era
of the Tokugawa family, Edo becomes seat
of government and 2-4 players, ages 12+,
assist in the guise of daimyos to develop the
town. Urbanization by Johnny Ebsen for
2-4 players, ages 12+, is picking up the topic
of building site development from the time

10ü, from the screen to the game board;
you must plant field crops, feed animals,
produce and amass stars. All this is governed
by action cards and the action wheel in the
middle of the board.
The second big game in the spring program
is called Indigo and was created by Reiner
Knizia; it is a placement game for 2-4 players,
ages 8+, on the topic of collecting jewels;

you place path tiles to expand a path; if
such a path leads to an exit for a jewel you
get it and – should ownership of the exit be
shared between players – the others profit
as well.
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The series of party games that was started
last year is continued with Bühne frei!, a
new edition of Freeze by Andrea Meyer for
4-8 players, some players must guess what

In the range of Ravensburger Kartenspielen

Abenteuer by Reiner Knizia, 2-4 players,
ages 6+, try to allocate pets to their owners.
Tempo, kleine Fische! Is a color dice
game for 2-6 players, ages 3-7, by Günter
Burkhardt; will fish or boat reach the see
sooner?
Which brings us up to a new series of
games within the take-me-along range; it

other players perform and what rank the
hold within the scene played out.
Nobody is perfect by Bertram Kaes is being
given a limited new edition with additional
variants to celebrate the Jubilee year; as
always, 2-6 players, ages 12+, try to deliver
the best or maybe even correct definitions.

there is a revised and expanded classic
game, Elfer raus! Master by Wolfgang
Kramer. As usual, 2-6 players, ages 8+,
should get rid of their cards first, but now
you can place cards vertically and there are
new cards, e.g. joker, connection cards and
bonus cards.

The first new series for the program is called
Einfach spielen and makes its entry with
three games: 5 vor 12 by Michael Schacht is
a placement game on numbers 1-20; each
of the 2-4 players, ages 8+,tries to be the
first to fill his board with numbers so that

This takes us to the large group of takeme-along games; only one of the new
ones can be listed as a family game; Bits,
the placement game on shapes and colors
by Reiner Knizia for 1-4 players, ages 8+, is
published now in this handy size. Wer war’s

is called Spiel aktiv and starts with three
games, too, all three are movement games
according to the series motto: Flinke
Flieger by Gunter Baars is a air race of two
teams against each other; 2-8 players from
ages 5-10 try to get the most eggs into the
nest for their team, but the spinner tells
you how – as fast as possible, or on all four
or …. Mäuse verstecken by Kirsten Hiese
is intended for 2-5 players, ages 5-10, who
try to guess where on his body the active
player has hidden the mouse. Streck dich
Mieze! by Jutta Perkert and Monika Gohl
induces 2-4 players of ages 4-8 to catch fish
between to strings laid out to form the river
banks; the cat cards tell you how – with your
foot, pushing with your nose or even taking
it with your hand.

numbers in each row and each column are
arranged in ascending order. Der große
Wurf by Dieter Nüßle is a dexterity game
for 2-5 players, in which you try to hit dice
with other dice in order to achieve a result
so as not to lose dice; you win if you are the

Schräghausen is given a non-electronic
edition in this range, Wer war’s Das 2.

last to still own dice. The third game Kreuz
und Quer, again a placement game for 1-4
players, ages 8+; and by Reiner Knizia; you
place connections that fit together on the
board and connect to ports at the edge.
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The remaining titles in the range of takeme-along are dedicated to license topics:
Disney Phineas & Ferb Mission
Achterbahn by Thilo Hutzler is a race
game for 2-4 players, ages 6+, and Gustav,
the little spotted dog, plays the main part
in Gustav Erzähl mir was!, which is a
placement and memo game for 2-4 players
of ages 3-7, by Jürgen Heel. Mauseschlau
& Bärenstark Fit und Clever by Ingeborg
Ahrenkiel offers fun and movement for 2-6
players from ages 3-8. Pony Peppermint
Ausgebüxt by Ingeborg Ahrenkiel is simply
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a challenging dice game for 2-4 players,
ages 5+, and Yakari Geheime Botschaft
is a little challenging board game featuring
the North American Indian boy and his
friends, by Reiner Knizia and for 2-4 players

of ages 4-8.
Additional games in other sizes on license

topics or special topics are memory BadenWürttemberg, featuring explanations
for the images, for 2-8 players, ages 8+;
memory East meets West with images
illustrating cultural differences between
China and Germany, for 2-4 players, ages 8+,
Claas memory on agricultural machinery
for 2-8 players, ages 4+, and a Hello Kitty
Labyrinth for 2-4 players, ages 7+, as well
as a Disney Pixar Cars 2 Junior Labyrinth,
for 2-4 Spieled of ages 4-8, both in analogy
to Verrücktes Labyrinth by Max J. Kobbert.
Yakari Wettlaufspiel for 2-4 players of ages

OUR REPORT

their crabs out from underneath the kraken
arms without touching it.
Mausgetrixt by Karin Hetling for 2-4
players, ages 5+, is a game on two levels –

goats against mice; on the surface the goats
try to catch the mice and harvest the roots
before the mice are gnawing away at them
underground.

The large range of educational games is
started with the tiptoi-selection; there are
eight new articles planned for the first half of
the year, among them one game - Mission
im Lese-Dschungel by Kai Haferkamp for
1-4 players of ages 7-10. The pen guides you
through 15 adventures on an island; there
are three degrees of difficulty to further
text grasping and joy in reading. Ratespaß
auf Reisen by Arno Steinwender and
Wilfried Lepuschitz is intended to amuse
1-3 players of ages 4-8 during a ride in a car;
with puzzles, riddles and tasks as well as
information on traffic and safety.
In the range of Meine ersten Spiele we
find an old acquaintance, der Maulwurf
schaut genau in the placement game for
1-4 players, ages 3-6. The series of Spielend
neues Lernen is extended with a dexterity
game, Tims Tüftel-Team by Gunter Baars

lets 2-4 players, ages 5-9, initiate chain
reactions of domino pieces which should
connect parts of the machine.
A new series within the educational games
is Spielend Erstes Lernen, intended
for toddlers between 1½ and 3 years of

age. Three games are dedicated to the
development of speech: Spiel und Sprich
mit Bello for 1-3 players from ages 1½,
Erzähl mir was vom Bauernhof for 1-2
players, ages 2+, and Hier wohne ich for
1-3 Spieled from ages 2½. Intended for the
furthering of basic knowledge are Mein
Tier zu mir – Playing books with puzzle
animals – for 1-4 players, ages 1½+, Was

passt wohin? for 1-2 players, ages 2+, and
Meine Farben und Formen for 1-3 Spieled,
ages 1½+.
Another game is added to the ministeps

3-7 is a roll & move game in the tradition of
Ludo or Pachisi.
There are two new releases in the range of
the action games so beloved by children:
One is dedicated to a kraken; Jolly Octopus
is a ticklish kraken that giggles with the
crabs! 2-5 players, ages 4+, must snatch
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program, Mein Entchen-Zählspiel for 1-3
players, ages ab 2½+, by Thomas Daum
and Violetta Leitner, players count ducks in
order to set up the pool for the plush duck.

the unter-water city if you have solved the
puzzles. Die turbulente Zeitreise relates
historical knowledge adapted to the age
of the users, they learn to spot context
which in turn help them to repair the time
machine.

We have started our round trip through
the Ravensburger program with a

already once, if you are the first to assemble
a continuous route of travel you win.

connection between modern means of
communication and classic board games
and end it with another such connection,
this time between App and classic puzzle.
Augmented Reality introduces puzzles
that you assemble and then get information
on the iPhone display by using the free App
and holding the phone over the puzzle, for
instance a guided tour through Paris or a
spotting game for an underwater-world.

Based on the film The Amazing Spiderman
The Amazing Spider-Man Labyrinth by
Max J. Kobbert, for2-4 players, ages 7+, will
be published in July, you look for a way
across New York for Spider-Man and Lizard.
This is accompanied by a The Amazing
Spider-Man memory and The Amazing
Spider-Man Game, a dexterity game
featuring Spider-Man and Lizard in front of
New York’s skyline.
The successful range of Make ‚n‘ Break
games will be given a re-launch with a new
box design and new ways to play, the range
is extended by Make ‚n‘ Break Party by
Arno Steinwender and Wilfried Lepuschitz
for 3-6 players, ages 10+; players must build
what their team describes without seeing
the card or enact terms or …
Dragi Drache by Anja Wrede and Christoph
Cantzler is a puffing game, the fire ball
riding on the air blast must be blown by
players ages 4+ to where they want it to
acquire tiles.

Red Glove
Race snails are the topic of Lumacorsa by
Andrea Nani. 2-8 players, ages 7+, bid on
the snails, their speed can be varied with

cards played from your hand.

Repos
Kalifiko by Alexis Gravy was presented
as a prototype at the Asmodee booth;
3-8 players, ages 8+, choose a card

And at long last, a final preview on titles that
have already been announced for autumn
or late summer releases:
Singstar das Brettspiel by Andrea Meyer
for 2-12 players, ages 10+; players sing what
the associate to given terms, which also
must be mentioned in the song.
The Hobbit: An unexpected Journey Das
Kartenspiel by Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players,
ages 8+, uses images from the film to relive
the adventures of Bilbo the Hobbit and
Smaug the Dragon.
The success story of Schlag den Raab is
continued with a third game, Schlag den
Raab das Quiz by Max Kirps, 2-6 players,
ages 12+, can face more than 2000 tasks
from the show.
10 Tage durch Deutschland by Alan R.
Moon is a new edition on Germany of the
game 10 Days in …. that has appeared
in many variations in the US and was
published by the name of Europa Tour
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Quite a lot of new titles is planned for tiptoi
in autumn, headed by the sequel game to
Tom und Tina die Geheimnisvolle Maske; it
is called Tom und Tina Das Tal der Tempel
and sends 1-3 players on a treasure hunt
to Mexico. Wettstreit im Hexenwald is
a family game, 2-4 players, ages 7+, are
involved in the witches combat, use their
imps cleverly and collect most ingredients.
Das versunkene Logik-Land offers 10
types of tasks in different levels of difficulty
which can be individually varied for each
of 1-4 players, ages 5-9. You can only enter

corresponding to an item chosen by one of
the players, as fast as they can.
The 2nd expansion for 7 Wonders, 7
Wonders Cities by Antoine Bauza is
announced, but there is no final cover yet;
the extension is planned for 2-8 players,
ages 10+, featuring rules for team play and
9 black cards depicting city ruins for each of
the three eras.
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Sandton
Group
At the booth of their distributors Apton
& Sinclair as well as Co& Co present their
games already on view at Essen now to a
professional public, as first exhibitors in NEC
and are therefore mentioned again in this
report.

Schmidt Spiele

The range of take-me-along games in the
metal tin has been expanded with a game
on the John Deere license; Johnny & Co
is a spotting and collecting game with a
Happy Families mechanism. Other games
in this range are two more games featuring
Benjamin Blümchen: Benjamin Blümchen
Berufe-Lotto by Anja Wrede and Christoph
Cantzler for 2-4 players, ages 3+; items
must be assigned to the corresponding
professions. Benjamin Blümchen Der
Fotowettbewerb by Wolfgang Dirscherl
is a placement and collecting game for
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The new title in the Easy Play range goes
by the name of Step by Step, designed by

Uwe Rapp and Bernhard Lach; it is a dice
game, you choose your number of dice and
then decide whether your next roll will be
higher or lower; if you are correct you move
your marker up the track for points.
The classic dice game Kniffel is given a
Jubilee edition for its 40 years Anniversary,

Just as Catan goes with Kosmos does
Benjamin Blümchen somehow go with
Schmidt Spiele, and of course there is a new
game this year, because the elephant is
celebrating his 35th Anniversary. Benjamin
Blümchen Törööö im Zoo is a spotting

2-4 players, ages 3+, and trains colors and
shapes.
Bibi & Tina, too, are given a new game by
the name of Bibi & Tina Wettrennen, by
Christoph Cantzler, in this range; the two

Kniffel Jubiläums-Edition.

game by Brad Ross and Jim Winslow, the
zoo animals are hiding and players must
spot the currently searched for animal first
and take it back to the zoo.
Zebra-Schwein by Emely & Lukas Brand is
a fun drawing game, in which you combine

The range of Roll & Play featuring dice
game with the package working as a dice

of them race each other with the help of
2-4 players, ages 5+, in which they must
overcome obstacles and take home the
most berries.
The fast little card discarding games
are supplemented with Das Ligretto
Fußballspiel by Michael Feldkötter,
two animals into one. 3-6 players, ages 6+,
guess which animals have been combined
and make the Zebra-Schwein grunt!

cup is extended by Mensch ärgere Dich
nicht – mal anders by Steffen Benndorf;
you move your men by rolling four dice
instead of one.
Abalone Offboard is followed by Abalone

two teams discard correctly fitting cards
according to exact rules, the first player to
achieve five goals wins the game.
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Quattro by Michel Lalet and Laurent Lévi
for 2-4 players, ages 7+, in a new box, and
accompanied by travel editions - Abalone
Travel and Abalone Offboard Travel.
A

very

promising-looking

game

is

pick up different animals and can make first
tactical considerations on how to use the
result of dice rolls.

Sentosphère
The company famous for its olfactory
games has published a new one: Les
Oies gourmandes, a Game of Goose by
Véronique Debroise for 4 players, ages 4+;

Grimoria, the German edition of Grimoire
by Hayato Kisaragi for 2-5 players, ages 10+,
who develop from apprentice to magic
Master by using magic books. You collect
magical items and lands for prestige and
are accompanied by companions, but have
to beware of other magicians.

Selecta
As previously announced, Selecta has
dramatically reduced the range of board
games, besides the autumn releases there
were only new releases in the range of
educational games: Bilderwürfel Stadt
and the Domino version Bilderkette
Waldtiere, as well as three games featuring

information on the long-announced games
Hegemonia and Seven Winds; hegemonia
will be definitely published and that Seven
Winds is still on the list of games to be
released, but it is completely redesigned
both as regards to rules as to components.
Hegemonia by Pascal Bernard and
Guillaume Bouilleux sends 2-5 players,
ages 10+, to fight for supremacy around
the Mediterranian and is said to be be
containing more than 100 miniatures.
Seven Winds is a game on flying islands;
you explore, acquire resources and search
for antique artifacts on the modular board.

Smartzone
The Israeli company shows – besides Cobra
Twist that is published at Huch & friends
simultaneously – a second novelty, Tricky
players must find the ingredients for the
picnics by their aroma.

Sirius
Hutter Trade was presenting the two spring
releases 2012 from the Russian company:
Maya is an abstract tactical game by Andrea
Mainini and Alberto Branciari, 2-4 players,

Monkey by Ariel Laden. 2-4 players, ages
6+, must be the first to collect 6 pieces of
fruit, but the hungry gorilla can steal fruit
and the Toucan can help you.

Spieleverlag
Horst Pöppel

standard mechanisms. All three are based
on the children’s book classic Das kleine Ich
bin ich – Würfelpuzzle, Memospiel and
Würfelwettlauf. The last one was created
by Wolfgang Dirscherl, 2-4 players, ages 5+,

ages 8+, try to turn the Maya temple back
to a monochromatic appearance without
making them crash. Jabba Dabba Du by
Reiner Knizia takes us back to the Stone
Age, 2-4 players, ages 8+, hunt for the
mammoth.
At the Zvezda/Sirius booth we got some

At NEC Horst Pöppel – nomen est omen –
presents his game. Eselsbrücke is a threepiece memo with double meanings; a triplet

is made up, for instance, from a donkey,
the bridge, and the donkey standing with
two legs each on both banks of a brook.
Silhouette is a game of associations; two
outlines are combined into a word, for
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instance a foot and a marble to football.
Silhouette junior is is intended for children
of ages 3+, for instance a runner and a man’s

collectible figurines and the Air Hogs Flight
models, but in 2012 Spin Master will release
a collectible card game and three board
games.
Redakai is a collectible card game of a
different sort; it is based on the cartoon
series of the same name; the main character,
Ky, is looking for Kairu, the universal force
of life, with his friends Maya and Boomer.
The cards feature detailed holograms and
animations or optical effects on a card. The
cards are made from plastic and if you place
cards on top of each other you achieve
stunning optical effects. Corresponding
figures and other accessories come with
the cards.
The second impact comes from a
technology by the name of Appmates; an
iPad recognizes the match box cars that are
placed on the iPad surface and you can now
race your car.

OUR REPORT

the game.
The second game is an old acquaintance
that is given yet another re-launch,
Hedbanz, the guessing games on what you
have on your head that all others can see. A
third game was mentioned at Nuremberg,
it seems to be a reworked version of Reiner
Knizias Die Insel, featuring a vulcano device
and a count-down timer.

Staupe Spiele
The distributing cooperation with
Nürnberger Spielkarten is continued with
Lokus, furthermore there will be three more

formal suit for jogging suit. The Castle games
offers strategy and knowledge, each game
features all castles of a region, for instance
Reiner Staupe games in the series Die Tollen
Kleinen, all have been previously published
in the Yellow Series at Amigo - Merlin,
Ohren auf and Picus.
The first of the three board games is called
Stomple, has been designed by Greg Zima
and is aimed at 2-6 players, ages 6+. You
have a playing piece called stomper and
must stomp the marbles of other colors

Burgen der Fränkischen Schweiz.

Stratelibri
Blue Max by Phil Hall is a new edition of
a game published first in 1983 by Games
Workshop; it is a multi player simulation
of the air combat over the Western front

Spinmaster
Since the debut of Bakugan Spin Master
is moving along the borderline between
toys and games, this years the border is
definitely crossed towards games. There still
are new predicts for Bakugan, the Zoobles

into the board and try to keep yours on top
without giving away our color; if you cannot
move your stomper because now marbles
are left next to it to stomp, you drop out of
in WWI in 1917 and 1918. After a planning
phase the planned movements are
implemented simultaneously.
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Studio 100
Media
The big wave of new releases, especially
on the House Anubis license came in 2011;
shown again was Das Haus Anubis Pfad
der 7 Sünden on occasion of the film start

in April 2012; it is a roll & move game for
2-5 players, ages 8+. This year there is, to
start with, a game featuring the Tabaluga
character, Tabaluga Memo with 82 cards,

for 2-8 players, ages 3+; then there are
few new releases based on Die Biene Maja
license, on the game boxes her name has
been reduced to Maja: Blütentanz is a
memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+, Maja
and her friends want to collect as much
honey as possible before the thunderstorm
breaks. Maja’s Blumenuhr assists 2-5
players, ages 4+, to learn the clock and
travel together with Flip across the hands
of the clock to the center of the clock. Last
but not least there is a 4-in1 game box with
a memo, a puzzle, a domino and a lotto for
1-4 players, ages 3+, and a classic memo
featuring 72 tiles, for 2-8 players, ages 3+.

Tactic

dots on the board; if you can place all your
caterpillars first, you win. Hungry Monsters
demolish the kitchen on the search for food;
2-4 players, ages 4-10, try to be the first to
feed a monster with 15 pieces of food.
Cat’s Pajamas is a game on patterns and
shapes, the silly cats have put on far too
many pajamas and they are hot now; 2-4
players, ages 3-8, must discard superfluous
pajamas correctly. Tangram Race for 2-4
players, ages 6+, is a placement game, you
compete with other players to be the first
to lay out the current shape with your own
set of Tangram pieces. Wanna Bet? for 3-6
players, ages 7+, demands to execute funny
tasks while the other players guess if you
will manage to do so or not. Photoloco is
a version of Pictionary for 3-6 players, ages
7+, one draws according to a picture, the
others guess what it might be. Tornado is
a card game for 2-4 players, ages 6+, you
need to let all four of your tornados circle
the dots, if you are the first to have all of
them in the middle of the table you win.
A series of three games features the topics
of etiquette, food and drinks, all intended
for 2 or more players, ages 15. Angry Birds
Action Game for 2 or more players, ages 7+,

Thinkfun
The publisher specializing in logic puzzles,
distributed by HCM Kinzel, introduces a
new edition of Tip Over by M. Oskar van
Deventer and Georg Miller for 1 player, ages
8+; the bottle boxes must be stacked and
tilted in order to open up a path from the
entry to the finish, the new edition features

40 new puzzles.
Distraction for 1 or more players, ages 8+,
is a card game, you draw numbers and must
remember the sequence, but must answer
funny questions while doing so; if you make
a mistake you take cards.

is an outdoor game, you throw your birds at
the pigs.

The Creativity
Hub
Rory O’Connor showed the latest edition of
his story cubes at his booth, they are called
Story Cube Voyages and come in a green
box; 9 dice each with 6 new images to tell
stories about and for combining with other
editions of the game.

ToyKraft
Toykraft is an Indian company and
presented a great number of games;
among them Kurukshetra, which is based
on the Mahabharata and an 18 days war.

The Finnish company again shows a wide
range of games, most of them in multilingual editions, but not in German and not
all of them in English. The following titles
are a cross-section of the program featuring
games that are available in English:
Colorful Caterpillars is intended for 2-4
players, ages 4-8. Caterpillars with holes
must be placed over corresponding color
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children games featuring license topics, and
has also published a line of toddler games
for 2-4 players, ages 3+, on daily topics, for
instance Farma, farm in English.

University Games
Nitro is a car racing game with modular
tracks; you must take care not to crash the
car. Sunderbans for ages 6+, is a game on
the building of bridges in which you are

The Dutch publisher with a German
department presents news all over the
range, most interesting for players is the
Querdenker Kartenspiel – 2 or more
players, ages 10+, can now find answers

meant to guess the moves of others and
sabotage them. Jewels of Tara is intended
for ages 8+, you must reach the princess
with the best collection of jewels and at
the same time learn something about the

with a maximum of 20 hints given while
travelling, the cards can be used as an
expansion for Querdenker, too.
Die kleine Raupe Nimmersatt is given a
Puzzle in a pouch; the puzzle shows the

jewelry business.

Caterpillar on one side and on the other side
players can learn to count. Of much interest
is Crea-Play, you have a magical pen that
works with water or the colors included in

Trefl
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W & L Spielspass
As is the habit with W&L, the autumn releases are presented again: Flirt is a communicative board game for 3-6 players, ages 10+,
by Bernhard Lach, Wolfgang Kramer and
Uwe Rapp – a character card determines
marker, color and your sex for the game.
You roll, move and check of flirting happens. When a couple has collected 4 flirt
points it is in love, engaged with 6 and married with 12; you either receive heart chip,
engagement ring or wedding ring; a wedding ends the game, and you score for your
best couple.
Wer weiß mehr? by Carlo E. Lanzavecchia is
a communicative party game, too, for 4-15
players, ages 10+; players form teams and
bet that they will be able to name a prestated number of terms for a certain category. There are spring novelties among the
puzzles, for instance the Tryptichon Puzzle
Elefanten Am Kilimandscharo, and among
the 3D-Puzzles.

Weible
The distributor for chess games, chess accessories and other classic games presents
two new lines of products: Play’n‘Roll fea-

tures colored boards made out of felt and
colored playing pieces in a tin, the series
comprises Chess, Backgammon, 9 Men’s
Morris, Ludo, Color Sudoku and Quadtria,
all in 2 colors each. Just Games are 4 classic

After the previously published “big” games,
The Pirates of the Isles and Intriguing Castles,
the publisher has gone back to simple

the box; you paint a picture and can make it
sing at the touch of a finger.
games on a neoprene board, colored and
packed in a zipper pouch.

www.gamesjournal.at
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What‘s your Game

Devils is a trick taking card game too, the
designer is Michael Feldkötter, you try to

Hutter Trade announces a new German
edition of Fairy Tales for 2012, which is a card
game by Satoshi Nakamura for 2-5 players,
ages 8+; each player collects heroes, land

Activity Packs. These are das sind Top
Trumps Games for small children of ages
3-6, you can play five different games, for
instance a Memo, and of course also a Top
Trumps game.

Wondercraft

hand negative cards over to the opponent,
each small devil is worth a penalty point.
Crooks by Neil Crowley is set in 1935 New
York, each player is a small-scale criminal

With the label “vintage” the Russian
company offers standard memo games
that stand out due to their nostalgic
images and the “antique” design; the
games are Memory game and Find My
Mum! Available in a Russian edition only

and stories in the four realms.

White Goblin Games
White Goblin Games is publishing
four games intended for international
distribution. The company did not
have a booth at Essen, but did send out
information at the Fair date, all games
feature multilingual rules.
Crazy Creatures of Dr. Doom is a card
game by Michael Schacht, 2-5 players

with a failsafe plan, and only must find the
best henchmen for hire to own the most
many at the end of the game.

Winning Moves

create crazy creatures and are meant to
get rid of their cards which are used to
enlarge or shrink creatures. The Witches
of Blackmore by Leo Colovini is a a trick
taking card game, the magic wheel in the
middle of the village determines which
cards are the best for the round. Little
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Big changes in the company and a
restructuring of the product range were
the focus at the Winning Moves booth;
together with new CEO Matthias Mierau
comes a reorientation of the program. The
focus will be on Top Trumps and city and
regional editions of Monopoly and will
be enlarged by license editions of Hasbro
games. The range of family games will be
greatly reduced for the time being.
New in Top Trumps are Simpsons Sport,
Internationale Fußballstars, Spiderman
und Battleship, Asterix, Deutschlands
Sehenswürdigkeiten. A new amendment
for the Top Trumps range will be so called

is Underwater School, a game on letter
recognition and for learning to read, for 2-4
players, ages 4-8.

Ystari
Asmodee is announcing Compatibility for
3-8 players, ages 10ü+, in their catalogue, a
game by Craig Browne; a game on pictures

on topics and correlation in the sequence
chosen by game master and player, the
game was part of the Cocktail range under
the same name.
Hutter is showing a new edition of Caylus
by William Attia with a new design in the
Hutter catalogue.
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Zeimet for 2-4 players, ages 7, is being
reprinted in a new design; you must stow

Zoch
Again a beautiful game offering a great
variety, let’s start with the children games:
Flossen hoch by Edith Grein-Böttcher is
a game of memory and spotting, 16 fish

Alles Kanone by Reiner Knizia transfers
events from the rural tomato cultivation
to the world of pirates, again you must be
your pieces in the wheel – but it is turning!

emerge from the sea and are only different
in color and length and you need to keep
track of those differences. Streifen Toni
is in a way the travel edition of Da ist der
Wurm drin. In the card game by Carmen
the first of 2-8 players, ages 6+, to name
the image on the face-down card in the
category determined by the color of the
card drawn.
Hand aufs Herz by Julien Sentis takes into

This ends my report, which, at first glance
features fewer games and much fewer
publishers, but this is due partly to my
somewhat altered way of writing this
report; I have listed coproductions only
under the leading publisher. On the other
hand there are many companies who did
not bring new releases, or at least no new
games, and are therefore not listed here.

Kleinert for 2-5 players, ages 4+, a memory
component has been added.
To add to the outdoor fun for young and
old, Croussboule by Mark Calin Caliman,
there will be new theme packs, Crossboule
c3 mountain, desert und space, each for 2
players, ages 6+.
the range of communicative party games,
3-10 players, ages 10+, are coping with such
interesting questions as „The Q comes after
the R in the alphabet“ or „ earth is revolving
around the moon“.
The spectacular eye-catcher in the program
is Riff Raff by Christoph Cantzler; on the
moving planks and masts of the ship riding
on high waves 2-4 players, ages 8+, stow
away their loads. Hamsterrolle by Jacques
Geistesblitz is given a sister game,
Geistesblitz 2.0, which can be combined
with Geistesblitz; the reaction game by
Jacques Zeimet now features a bath tub,
brush, towel, frog and Babette, the towel
looks for the item that was last dried with
it, the frog wants to have the item named,
but ….!
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It has been a fabulous Fair, in interesting
Fair and I can barely wait to receive all the
games, to unpack them and to play them.
With a thank you to the press team of the
International Press Team for their incredible
services I say goodbye to the halls for this
year and move over to the games table!
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Designers and their games at NUREMBERG 2012
Ahrenkiel Ingeborg
Mauseschlau & Bärenstark Fit
und Clever, Ravensburger
Pony Peppermint Ausgebüxt,
Ravensburger

Borg Lionel
Color Pop, Gigamic

Buonfino A.
Dungeon Fighter, Heidelberger

Bougerra Alix-Kis
Max on Tour, Beleduc

Burghardt Günter
Tempo, kleine Fische!

Allué Joseph M.
Baobab, Piatnik
Dixit Jinx, Libellud

Bouilleux Guilleaume
Hegemonia, Sirius

Caliman Mark Calin
Crossboule desert
Crossboule mountain
Crossboule space

Alspach Ted
Mutant Meeples, Pegasus
Attia William
Caylus, Ystari

Brand Emely
Zebra-Schwein, Schmidt Spiele

Bartos Hubert
City Tycoon, Pegasus

Brand Inka
Der kleine Drache Kokosnuss,
Kosmos
Der versteckte Schlüssel, Haba
Martin Rütter Sitz! Platz! Aus!,
Kosmos
Saint-Malo, alea
T-Rex greift an!, Kosmos
Village, eggertspiele
Würfelwurst, Kosmos

Basler Christine
Max on Tour, Beleduc

Brand Lukas
Zebra-Schwein, Schmidt Spiele

Bauza Antoine
7 Wonders Cities, Repos

Brand Markus
Der kleine Drache Kokosnuss,
Kosmos
Der versteckte Schlüssel, Haba
Martin Rütter Sitz! Platz! Aus!,
Kosmos
Saint-Malo, alea
T-Rex greift an!, Kosmos
Village, eggertspiele
Würfelwurst, Kosmos

Ausloos David
Panic Station, Pegasusspiele
Baars Gunter
Flinke Flieger, Ravensburger
Tim’s Tüftel-Team, Ravensburger

Bebenroth Frank
Drecksau
Beim Peter
Movi it!, Boardgame AsP
Benndorf Steffen
Mensch ärgere Dich nicht mal
anders, Schmidt Spiele
Bernard Pascal
Hegemonia, Sirius

Breitenstein Kerry
Zombies!!! 9: Asche zu Asche,
Pegasusspiele

Cantzler Christoph
Benjamin Blümchen BerufeLotto, Schmidt Spiele
Bibi & Tina Wettrennen, Schmidt
Spiele
Der kleine Sprechdachs
beschreibt seine Freunde, Huch
& friends
Dragi Drache, Ravensburger
Klaus die Maus entdeckt den
Wald, Huch & friends
Riff Raff, Zoch
Casasola Merkle Marcél-André
Santa Cruz, Hans im Glück
Catino Charles
Nexus Ops, Fantasy Flight Games
Chvátil Vlaada
Galaxy Trucker Noch eine große
Erweiterung, Heidelberger
Mage Knight, Pegasusspiele
Colovini Leo
Witches of Blackmore, White
Goblin Games
Cornett Günter
Kahuna, Kosmos
Courtland-Smith Julian
The Island, Asmodee

Bleasdale Sebastian
Auf die Nuss, Pegasus Spiele

Breitenstein Todd
Zombies!!! 9: Asche zu Asche,
Pegasusspiele

Blossier Guillaume
Ultimate Warriorz, Pulsar Games

Brown Peggy
Reflexx, Piatnik

Bognar Joszef
Brainteaser Dragon Treasure,
Huch & friends
Brainteaser Smiles, Huch &
friends

Browne Craig
Compatibility, Ystari

Daum Thomas
Mein Entchen-Zählspiel,
Ravensburger
Spiegel-Spukschloss, Drei Magier
Spiele

Brückner Steffen
Nox, Huch & friends

de Carolis Guiseppe
Bookmaker, Giochi Uniti

Bonnessée Régis
Seasons, Libellud

Bücken Hajo
Zählefant – Zahlen von 1-10,
Huch & friends
Die große Ratz Fatz Sinneswelt,
Haba

de Galgóczy Viola
Komm mit in Millys Lernzoo

Bonnet Jacky
Colorio, Kosmos
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Crowley Neil
Crooks, White Goblin Games

des Palliéres Philippe
Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald

Jubiläum, Lui-Même
Debroise Véronique
Les Oies gourmandes,
Séntosphere
di Giorgio Domenico
La Vendetta della Lupa Mappara,
dV Giochi
di Meglio Roberto
Der Ringkrieg 2. Edition,
Heidelberger
Dirscherl Wolfgang
Benjamin Blümchen Der
Fotowettbewerb, Schmidt Spiele
Coco Capitano, Huch & friends
Das kleine Ich bin ich
Würfelwettlauf, Selecta
Die verrückte Tierparty, IQ Spiele
Meine ersten Reime mit dem
Sprechdachs, Huch & friends
Triovision Master, Huch & friends
Dochtermann Sandra
Star Wars Anakins Podrace,
Kosmos
Star Wars Kampf gegen Darth
Maul, Kosmos
Dorn Rüdiger
Goa, Lookout Games
Vegas, alea
Waka Waka, Kosmos
Dorra Stefan
Land Unter, Nürnberger
Spielkarten
Milestones, Pegasus Spiele
Druckman Gil
Next, Gigamic
Ehrhard Dominique
Crazy Circus, GameWorks
Dixit Jinx, Libellud
Panic Lab, Gigamic
Epron Alain
Vanuatu, Krok Nik Douil
Ernest James
Geile Idee, Heidelberger
Escoffier Laurent
Pix, GameWorks
Espen Tom
Kraterschreck im Mondversteck
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Feld Stefan
Die Speicherstadt Kaispeicher
Feldkötter Michael
Das Ligretto Fußballspiel,
Schmidt Spiele
Little Devils, White Goblin Games
Fraga Roberto
Katzofant, Haba
Kuck ruck zuck!, Haba
Shrimp, Asmodee
Franck David
Pix, GameWorks
Friese Friedemann
Gregs Tagebuch Von Idioten
umzingelt, Kosmos
Galonska Susanne
Triovision Master, Huch & friends
Gawlik Susanne
Sum Sum, Beleduc
Gené Jordi
Grillparty, Kosmos
Gerhard Friedrich
Komm mit in Millys Lernzoo
Gilbert Brett J.
Divinare, Asmodee
Glimne Dan
Amber Road, Mindtwister
Gohl Monika
Streck dich, Mieze!
Goodenough John
Talisman Die Drachen,
Heidelberger
Gravy Alexis
Kalifiko, Repos
Grein-Böttcher Edith
Flossen hoch, Zoch
Kleiner Fuchs ganz groß, Haba
Haferkamp Kai
Jim Knopf und Lukas der
Lokomotivführer, Kosmos
tiptoi Mission im Lese-Dschungel,
Ravensburger
Was ist Was junior Pferde &
Ponys, Kosmos

Flight Games

Achterbahn, Ravensburger

Hanneforth Dirk
Zählefant – Zahlen von 1-10,
Huch & friends

Jackson Steve
Illuminati 2. Auflage,
Pegasusspiele
Munchkin Axe Cop,
Pegasusspiele
Munchkin Conan der Barbar,
Pegasusspiele
Munchkin Mit beiden Händen
Schummeln, Pegasusspiele
Munchkin Freibeuter
Zweierschachtel, Pegasusspiele
Star Munchkin, Zweierschachtel,
Pegasusspiele
Munchkin beißt!
Zweierschachtel, Pegasusspiele
Munchkin Zombies!
Zweierschachtel, Pegasusspiele
Munchkin die Gilde Booster,
Pegasusspiele

Hartmann Claudia
Heute schon geküsst?, Huch &
friends
Häßler Sonja
Können Schweine fliegen?
Ergänzungsset, Kosmos
Hata James
Chaos in der Alten Welt Die
Gehörnte Ratte
Hayashi Hisashi
String Railway, Asmodee
String Railway, Foxmind
Heberer Dave
Giza The Great Pyramid, Mayfair
Games
Heel Jürgen
Gustav Erzähl mir was!,
Ravensburger

Jaffee Seth
Eminent Domain, Pegasusspiele

Henn Dirk
Rosenkönig, Kosmos

James Kelly
Absolutely English, Piatnik

Herman Valentin
Matschig, Amigo
Rechen-Hexe, Kosmos

Jansen Gerd
WordWizz, Loquai Holzkunst

Hershkovits Danny
Next, Gigamic
Hetling Karin
Mausgetrixt, Ravensburger
Hiese Kirsten
Mäuse verstecken
Hill Jason
Die Nacht der Wandelnden
Toten, Heidelberger
Holtkamp Yannick
Sparta, Queen
Hostettler Urs
Anno Domini Fußball
Hupfer Martina
Große kleine Welt, Murmel / EvB

Hall Phil
Blue Max, Stratelibri

Hüpper Christiane
In geheimer Mission, Haba
Ziege mit Fliege, Haba

Hambler Richard
Merchants of Venus, Fantasy

Hutzler Thilo
Disney Phines & Ferb Mission
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Meisterwerke Erweiterung rot
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Keltis Würfelspiel, Kosmos
Kingdoms, Heidelberger
Kreuz & Quer, Ravensburger
Lilliput, Piatnik
Lost Cities, Kosmos
Piranhas, Kosmos
Singapur, Intellego
Spectaculum
The Amazing Spider-Man The
Game, Ravensburger
The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey – Das Kartenspiel,
Ravensburger
Wer war’s Das 2. Abenteuer,
Ravensburger
Yakari Geheime Botschaft,
Ravensburger
Kobbert Max J.
Disney Pixar Cars 2 Labyrinth,
Ravensburger
Hello Kitty Labyrinth,
Ravensburger
The Amazing Spider-Man
Labyrinth
Kohout Amanda A.
Meisterwerke, Asmodee
Meisterwerke Erweiterung blau
Meisterwerke Erweiterung rot
Köhrsen Andrea
Black Stories junior Das Spiel,
moses. Verlag

Jolly Tom
Wiz War, Fantasy Flight Games

Köppen Jan
NamNam, moses. Verlag

Kaes Bertram
Nobody is perfect, Ravensburger

Koser Miriam
In geheimer Mission, Haba
Ziege mit Fliege, Haba

Kancz Balazs
Inquizitor, Piatnik

Kowal Łukasz S.
City Tycoon, Pegasus

Kirps Max
Schlag den Raab Das Quiz,
Ravensburger

Kramer Wolfgang
Bullenparty, Amigo
Heimlich & Co, Amigo
Elfer raus! Master, Ravensburger

Kisaragi Hayato
Grimoria, Schmidt Spiele

Krämer Imke
Dem Yeti wird’s zu bunt, Haba

Kleinert Carmen
Streifen Toni, Zoch
Knizia Reiner
Alles Kanone, Zoch
Bits, Ravensburger
Duckomenta Art, Pegasus Spiele
Einfach genial Würfelspiel,
Kosmos
Gravitas, Intellego
Indigo, Ravensburger
Jabba Dabba Du, Sirius
Keltis + Erweiterung, Kosmos

Krenner Johannes
Crime & Mystery Lost Bakerstreet
Files, Heidelberger
Crime & Mystery Modern
Investigation, Heidelberger
Lach Bernhard
Ausgerechnet Hamburg, huch
& friends
Ausgerechnet Köln, huch &
friends
Easy Play Step by Step, Schmidt
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Spiele
Map it World Edition, Foxmind
Laden Ariel
Cobra Twist, Huch & Friends
Tricky Monkey, Smartzone
Lalet Michel
Abalone Quattro, Schmidt Spiele
Abalone Offboard Travel,
Schmidt Spiele
Abalone Travel, Schmidt Spiele
Lang Eric M.
Chaos in der Alten Welt,
Heidelberger
Chaos in der Alten Welt Die
Gehörnte Ratte

Little Jay
Chaos in der Alten Welt Die
Gehörnte Ratte
Lobet Annick
Home Sweet Home, Gigamic
Stratopolis, Gigamic
Löbken Dietling
Kling-Klang-Wald, Haba
Looney Andrew
Monty Python Flux, Pegasus
Spiele

Lange Angelika
Captain Kidd, Beleduc

Löpmann Carmen
Wasserratten in Sicht!, Haba

Lange Jürgen
Captain Kidd, Beleduc

Löpmann Thorsten
Wasserratten in Sicht!, Haba

Lanzing Kevin
Flash Point Fire Rescue,
Heidelberger

Luciani Simone
Urbania, Mayfair

Launius Richard
Das Ältere Zeichen, Heidelberger
Lawson Andrew
MixFix, Piatnik
Lawson Jack
MixFix, Piatnik
Lehana Chani
PassoporTo, GamilyOnBoard
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Little Jason
Blood Bowl Team Manager,
Heidelberger

Maan Nelli
Go Global, Adrenaline Brush
Mac Sween Fay
Absolutely English, Piatnik
MacAllister Jason B.
Titan, Heidelberger
Maggi Marco
Der Ringkrieg 2. Edition,
Heidelberger

Leitner Violetta
Mein Entchen-Zählspiel,
Ravensburger
Spiegel-Spukschloss, Drei Magier
Spiele

Mainini Andrea
Maya, Sirius

Lemay Christian
Bluff Party 2, Cocktail Games

Malz Louis
Edo, Queen

Lepuschitz Wilfried
Make ‚n‘ Break Party,
Ravensburger
tiptoi Ratespaß auf Reisen,
Ravensburger
Wolf im Schafspelz, Huch &
friends

Malz Stefan
Edo, Queen

Lévi Laurent
Abalone Quattro, Schmidt Spiele
Abalone Offboard Travel,
Schmidt Spiele
Abalone Travel, Schmidt Spiele

Meister Heinz
Flinker Willi, Kosmos

u

Mair David
Frog Prince, Piatnik

Marly Hervé
Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald
Jubiläum, Lui-Même
Skull & Roses Red Edition

Meyer Andrea
Bühne frei, Ravensburger
singstar Das Brettspiel,
Ravensburger
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Miller Georg
Tip Over, Thinkfun

Nüßle Dieter
Der große Wurf, Ravensburger

Miltenberger Klaus
Tier auf Tier Jetzt geht’s rund!,
Haba
Schafköpfchen, IQ-Spiele

O’Connor Rory
Story Cubes Voyages, The
Creativity Hub

Modan Alma
Block 5, Piatnik
Modan Aya
Block 5, Piatnik
Moon Alan R.
10 Tage in Deutschland,
Ravensburger
Zug um Zug Deutschland, Days
of Wonder
Morales Gregorio
Grillparty, Kosmos
Morast Henri
Avverso, Pegasusspiele /
Gerhards
Moyersoen Fréderic
Whitewater, Mayfair Games
Mückel Kristin
Fische angeln, Haba
Tier auf Tier Jetzt geht’s rund!,
Haba
Mühlhäuser Steffen
Chocoly, Foxmind
Nagy Susanna
Scoolers Prime Poker, Apton &
Sinclair
Nakamura Satoshi
Fairy Tale, What’s Your Game?
Nani Andrea
Lumacorsa, Red Glove
Negri-Clementi Silvio
Mysterien der Templer,
Heidelberger
Nepitello Francesco
Der Ringkrieg 2. Edition,
Heidelberger
Neuwahl Niek
Tayü, Goliath
Nietzer Michael
Das letzte Bankett, Heidelberger
Nikisch Markus
In geheimer Mission, Haba
Ziege mit Fliege, Haba

Ornella Emanuele
Tea Time, Gigamic
Østby Kristian Amundsen
Escape
Palesch Klaus
Sticheln, Nürnberger Spielkarten
Panning Wolfgang
Maharani
Parente Paolo
Dust Tactics, Heidelberger
Parlett David
Puzzle of Oz, Gerhards Spiel und
Design
Puzzle of Oz, Pegasusspiele /
Gerhards
Perkert Jutta
Streck dich, Mieze!
Perstrup Rasmus
Movi it!, Boardgame AsP
Pesce Massimo
Palio, Massimo Pesce Games
Slalom, Massimo Pesce Games
Petersen Christian T.
Der Eiserne Thron, Heidelberger
Pokornik Brigitte
Schräge Vögel, Huch & friends
Pöppel Horst
Burgen der Fränkischen Schweiz
Spieleverlag Horst Pöppel
Eselsbrücke, Spieleverlag Horst
Pöppel
Silhouette, Spieleverlag Horst
Pöppel
Silhouette junior , Spieleverlag
Horst Pöppel
Proux Philippe
Lakota, Kosmos
Punke Helmut
Flori Colori, Beleduc
Querfurth Ralph
Star Wars Anakins Podrace,
Kosmos
Star Wars Kampf gegen Darth
Maul, Kosmos
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Randolph Alex
Dochy, Granna
Rapp Uwe
Ausgerechnet Hamburg, huch
& friends
Ausgerechnet Köln, huch &
friends
Easy Play Step by Step, Schmidt
Spiele
Map it World Edition, Foxmind
Rejchtman Grzegorz
Amber Road, Mindtwister
Ubongo junior, Kosmos
Ubongo Trigo, Kosmos
Rieneck Michael
Cuba, eggertspiele
Rivaldi Jean
Burst, Amigo
Rivaldi Matthew
Burst, Amigo
Rodriguez Los
Tick Tack Bumm kompakt, Piatnik
Rohner Stephanie
Monstertorte, Haba
Rosenberg Uwe
Agricola Die Bauern und das
liebe Vieh, Lookout Games
Farmerama, Ravensburger
Würfel Bohnanza, Amigo
Ross Brad
Benjamin Blümchen Törööö im
Zoo, Schmidt Spiele
Roubira Jean-Louis
Dixit 3, Libellud
Schacht Michael
5 vor 12, Ravensburger
Africana, Abacusspiele
Crazy Creatures of Doom, White
Goblin Games
Mondo Sapiens, Pegasus
Zooloretto Würfelspiel,
Abacusspiele

Schranz Walter
Die Tore der Welt Kartenspiel,
Kosmos
Titten, Ärsche, Sonnenschein,
Heidelberger
Sciarra Emiliano
Bang Goldrush, dV Giochi
Sentis Julien
Hand aufs Herz, Zoch
Shafir Haim
Halli Galli Tupperware Edition,
Amigo
Klack!, Amigo
Piraten kapern, Amigo

Stein Dieter
Mixtour, Gerhards Spiel und
Design

Wilson Kevin
Das Ältere Zeichen, Heidelberger
Winslow Jim
Benjamin Blümchen Törööö im
Zoo, Schmidt Spiele

Steinwender Arno
Make ‚n‘ Break Party,
Ravensburger
tiptoi Ratespaß auf Reisen,
Ravensburger
Wolf im Schafspelz, Huch &
friends

Wolf Christian
Monstertorte, Haba

Tahkokallio Touku
Voll ins Schwarze, Huch & friends

Simon Hendrik
Sia Doble, Pegasusspiele /
Gerhards

Teuber Klaus
Spinnengift und Krötenschleim,
Kosmos
Star Trek Catan, Kosmos

Sorsamo Kimmo
Kairo, Queen
Spurny James
Rocket Jockey, Mayfair Games
St. Laurent James
McMulti, Pegasusspiele
Stadler Stefan
Cuba, Eggertspiele
Stajszczak Michał
Rancho, Granna
Stammnitz Andreas
Deutscher Wein, PuzzleMap
Stark Frank
Zoom, Pegasusspiele / Gerhards

Schaudt Oliver
Sia Doble, Pegasusspiele /
Gerhards
Schindelhauer Barbara
Komm mit in Millys Lernzoo

Steding Andreas
Five Points, Mayfair Games
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Weldon Alex
Oh Sultan, Heidelberger

Tarrade Jean
Good Friends, Piatnik

Staupe Reinhard
1,2, … ganz viele!, Amigo
Der Zählefant im Zahlenland,
Huch & friends
Fusion, Nürnberger Spielkarten
Klaus die Maus auf dem
Bauernhof, Huch & friends
Merlin, Nürnberger Spielkarten
Ohren auf, Nürnberger
Spielkarten
Picus, Nürnberger Spielkarten
Wanzen tanzen, Amigo

Schackert Peter
Katz komm raus,
Oberschwäbische Magnetspiele

Steiger Andreas
Targi, Kosmos

Silva L.
Dungeon Fighter, Heidelberger

Sorrentino S.T.
Dungeon Fighter, Heidelberger

OUR REPORT

Trampler David A.
Titan, Heidelberger
Triminek Tanja
Kleine Fotosafari, Abacussspiele
Uren Tim
Arkham Horror Miscatonic
Horror, Heidelberger
Vaccarino Donald X.
Kingdom Builder, Queen
Kingdom Builder Nomads,
Queen
van Deventer M. Oskar
Tip Over, Thinkfun
Voicu Andrés J.
La Vendetta della Lupa Mappara,
dV Giochi
von Knobloch Isolde
Duden Lese-Schatz, Kosmos
Vuarchex Thomas
Jungle Speed Big Box, Asmodee
Wächter Linda
Logix, IQ Spiele
Walch Helmut
Pro & Contra, Piatnik
Wallace Martin
Aeroplanes, Mayfair Games
Wallner Kerstin
Schafköpfchen, IQ Spiele

Wolf Oliver
Das letzte Bankett, Heidelberger
Wrede Anja
Benjamin Blümchen BerufeLotto, Schmidt Spiele
Der kleine Sprechdachs
beschreibt seine Freunde, Huch
& friends
Dragi Drache, Ravensburger
Klaus die Maus entdeckt den
Wald, Huch & friends
Wrede Klaus-Jürgen
Carcassonne Mini Depeschen
des Königs, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Die Fähren,
Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Die Fluggeräte,
Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Die Kornkreise,
Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Die Räuber,
Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Goldmine,
Hans im Glück
Carcassonne Mini Magier und
HExe, Hans im Glück
Yakovenko Pierric
Jungle Speed Revolution, Asmodee
Yianni John
Hive pocket, Gen42
Zamfierscu Olivier
Dust Tactics, Heidelberger
Zeimet Jacques
Geistesblitz 2.0, Zoch
Hamsterrolle, Zoch
Zima Greg
Stomple, Spin Master
Zirm Johannes
In geheimer Mission, Haba
zur Linde Ralf
Milestones, Pegasusspiele
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TIP #74

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

HAMBURGUM
A small donation, please!
Dear Reader! This time I have chosen a game
for fans of this column, as regards to the demands on playing abilities as well as regards
to the topic. Especially on the topic experienced critics will be please, because usually many topics are only re-dressed in new
words. Hamburgum feels somewhat different – see also an excerpt from the description in the exquisite rule book. “Hamburg in
the 17th century! Mighty fortifications protect the city from the devastations of the 30
Years War. Due to Protestant refugees Hamburg has developed into Germany’s most
prosperous and biggest city. Already from
afar mighty churches and the forest of ships
masts announce the pride and wealth of
the citizens. Players lead Hamburg families
who prestige and wealth … The game ends
when the last church in Hamburg has been
completed and the winner is the player you
earned the most prestige from donations
to churches.” Well, donations are welcome
any time at the Austrian Games Museum
in Leopoldsdorf, too, provided they come in
the shape of games, old and new. But don’t
worry, you are welcome without them, too,
anytime!
Website: www.spielen.at
The connoisseur’s eye is following the
obligatory cone of light, regardless to
what one is looking at, the front or the
back side of the board. „Hamburgum“ or
„Londinium“, and Antverpia“, that has been
published a short time ago as an expansion extending the pleasure - those are the
harbor towns in which you will immerse
yourself embodying a trader of the 17th
century; the towns are complete with city
walls, marina and six churches each. If you
want to know more about those buildings
and the relationship between Church and
State or City Hall and Stock Market you are
cordially invited to study the opulent brochure that introduces you to the historic
background in German language for Ham-

FROM THE MUSEUM

PLAYERS:

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Year: 2007
Publisher: Eggert Spiele

AGE:

12+
TIME:

www.eggertspiele.de

burgum and English Language for Londinium. It is not necessary to do this but it
intensifies the pleasure when setting up
the stage which introduces you quickly
into the game. In your turn you may move
your Rondell marker – an ingenious idea
of designer Mac Gerdts known from Antike
and Imperial – onto one of eight spots offering opportunities for ship construction,
trade, donations to church or acquisition
of buildings. This sounds easy and familiar,
but players are again and again assailed
by doubts if the actual decision will result
in the desired events. Even after several
games with different numbers of players
certain questions remain unanswered.
And this is good, because Hamburgum or
Londinium or Antverpia all leave room for
creative development and very different
strategic approaches to the game. What
more can you want? But, a final warning:
Experts and newcomers do not really
mingle well in this opulent game dramaturgy. To unbalanced is the distribution
of chances, too one-sided the success accounts at the end of the game. So a small
donation, please, oh sorry, I mean hints!
The 17th century will hold action-intensive
experiences for you!
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at

2-5

75+

     +   
Strategy/Tactic

Info

Chance

In reality, this Rondell game by Mac Gerdtsm
too, makes do without any element of chance,
albeit with the fact that an incautious fellow
player can yield a cheap donation tile or choice
building to a third player. But despite a total
strategic-tactical structure Hamburgum plays
surprisingly smooth and fast, without the
paralysing effect of half-hour turns as known
from chess.
Hugo’s EXPERT TIP
Should you be the happy owner of the supplement board for Antverpia, I can recommend the
slightly changed rules that come with it for use
with the core game Hamburgum, too. The ship
donations are upgraded, the order of donations
is fixed and, finally, you have to pay a special
church tax. The overall game is flowing even
more smoothly due to these changes.
Hugo’s FLASHLIGHT
„Hamburgum“ is a quiet challenge, in the true
sense of the word, because players implement
their trade business and productions more
or less undisturbed and only for their own
benefit. Set in the 17th century, the topic of
Hamburgum demands mature people who
aim for worldy goods as well as for parochial
benisons, which can be helped along a little
bit by opulent donations. A classy game with
unexpected depths, regardless of the number
of players.
PREVIEW
POWERPLAY
Season tickets, please!
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